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MANY AMERICANS are becoming aware of a desire to perpetuate
their cultural heritage. Although many early immigrants wanted to
blend into American society and did not emphasize their cultural
traditions, succeeding generations of Americans of Danish and
other ethnic descent have recently discovered an interest in their
intellectual, cultural and social heritage.
DANISH AMERICANS have a unique opportunity to participate
in two cultures . However, because of a rapid blending into
American society, few enjoy the completeness of this dual heritage
of Danish and American traditions. Fortunately, many individuals
are now discovering that their interest in Danish culture is shared
by others.
THE DANISH AMERICAN HERITAGE SOCIETY was established
in 1977 to explore and record the history of Danish immigrants - a
history reflecting the ideals, strengths and traditions they brought
with them. The Society is committed to stimulating interest in the
Danish cultural contribution and to preserving it for future
generations.
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Society. We invite manuscripts dealing with all aspects of the Danish
immigrant experience in North America. Our goal is broad: it is to
promote the study of Danish- and Scandinavian-American
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culture. All material which illuminates the lives of Danish-American
individuals, groups, organizations, and communities, as well as material
dealing with themes in history and culture, will be considered for
publication.
Please address submissions to the Editor. We have
frequently observed that many publications of interest to readers (local
histories, for example) are distributed on a small scale and may escape
the attention of the editors. We look forward to learning from readers of
books and booklets which deserve announcement and review in The
Bridge.
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Cornelius Jensen: One of
California's First Danes
by HARLAN PEDERSEN
Sixty miles east of Los Angeles, along the Santa Ana
River near the community of Robidoux, lies the little Flabob
Airport. Because of its difficult approach, it's a challenge to
pilots in training and a good place to land for Sunday lunch,
particularly on a clear winter's day with the snow-capped
San Bernardinos off to the north. One-half mile off the
departing end of the Flabob runway, one views a familiar
Southern California sight; the inevitable encroachment of
more housing tracts. As one of those pilots in training on a
bright Sunday morning, I found my curosity aroused when
my attention focused on the middle of one of these tracts.
There, and only clearly evident from the air, stood a cleared
field of about 40 acres with farm buildings in the very center,

Vesterland, Sylt, Denmark 1814
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Home church of Cornelius Jensen.

defying the urban onslaught. The next excursion to and
departure from Flabob had me hold to a 500 ft. elevation for
a better look at the old structures in the field, which
appeared to be a large house, barn and accessory buildings
looking somewhat out of place, for they were built of red
bricks, unheard of for old ranches in this part of the world.
Less than a year after this encounter, the Danish
American Heritage Society was informed of a Danish sea
captain named Cornelius Jensen, who in the mid-1800s
settled on a ranch in the Riverside area, built a Danish style
house, and married a Spanish lady who subsequently bore
him 12 children. Geographically, I was a logical choice to
check on what they felt might be an interesting story.
Curious to find out if the Jensen ranch and the buildings I
had observed from the air were the same, I phoned Riverside
County's Historian, Steven Becker, who quickly confirmed
that these buildings were indeed the old Jensen Ranch and
that he would be happy to arrange a tour during my next
weekend flight to Flabob. After many trips to the old ranch
-6-

and meetings with Steven Becker and the most knowledgeable Mary Haggland, Chairman of the Jensen-Alvarado
Ranch Associates, a fascinating story of one of California's
first Danes began to evolve.
It begins in 1814 in the village of Vesterland, Island of
Sylt, Denmark, with the birth of Cornelius Jensen. Young
Cornelius attended school in Vesterland, and at the age of 14
sailed the inter-island and coastal trades on German ships
out of Kiel and Hamburg. Later, as First Mate, Jensen
extended his sailing to other European ports and · finally in
1844 to the Americas and the coveted trip around the Horn
to the west coast of Alta, California where he would trade
for hides and tallow.
Upon returning to Germany, word of gold in California
prompted homeport merchants to form consortiums by
finding a suitable cargo vessel (probably expendable),
loading her with mining supplies, and with an experienced
crew, sending them to California with the hope of a
handsome return on their investments. Jensen, now 34 years
old with master papers and deep-water experience and
speaking fluent German, some English and of course Danish,
was selected to Captain the small cargo vessel.

Childhood home of Cornelius Jensen.
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San Francisco Harbor 1848

In the late fall of 1848, with the holds filled with mining
supplies and a similar deck cargo secured, Capt. Jensen and
his crew sailed for California. After the usual long month's
running with the wind as far south to the Madeiras, they
crossed the Atlantic. Replenishing with fresh food and water
in Buenos Aires, Capt. Jensen continued south around the
Horn, then north and west to pick up the trades to California.
After more than six months enroute, cargo intact, he
sighted the Faralons and entered the harbor of Yerba Buena
(San Francisco). Capt. Jensen tied up along the hundreds of
ships abandoned by crews who had raced for the gold fields
in central California. Jensen arranged to sell one half of his
cargo, sending the proceeds to the German consortium, and
paying off his crew, who by now had also elected to leave
their ship to join the gold seekers. With crew gone and a ship
probably not sea-worthy for a return to Europe, Capt.
Jensen weighed the alternatives; a lonely life at sea or a new
-8-

adventure and a new beginning in California. Loading the
balance of his cargo of mining supplies on ox-drawn
carettas, Jensen made his way along the Sacramento River to
a landing west of Sutters fort where he set up a mining
equipment store.
Before the gold rush, the prevailing economic activity
for California had been cattle ranching, mainly supplying
the high demand for hides and tallow at $3/head to the east
coast and European markets. Now, however, the market was
meat for the miners and going for up to $SO/head. Among
the many ranchers who drove their herds north to the gold
country were Ygnacio Alvarado and Ygnacio Palomares
from Southern California, both of whom corraled their
herds near the Jensen store. Sales were brisk for both the
Captain and the ranchers, and by years end most of the
mining supplies and cattle were sold. After the final sales
were completed, Alvarado, who had by now taught Jensen
Spanish and had become his friend, invited him to come
south. The future was cattle, not gold; the Treaty of
Guadalupe, ceding Alta California to the United States from
Mexico, had now been completed and the opportunities for a

Mercedes Jensen circa 1880

Don Cornelio circa 1880
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Jensen House 1870

young and ambitious Scandinavian 1n California were
endless.
Arriving in Southern California, the fair and blue-eyed
Captain was immediately accepted by the Spanish ranch
families who had settled in the area east of the San Gabriel
Mission and El Pueblo de Los Angeles. Captain Jensen first
established a General Store in Agua Mansa near the Santa
Ana River and was from the very first welcomed by all of the
ranchers. But it was to the home of Don Francisco Alvarado
that he was especially drawn because he had falien in love
with the eldest daughter, sixteen year old beautiful
Mercedes. It was customary that proposals for marriage be
presented in Spanish to the father of the proposed bride.
Upon receipt of Capt. Jensen's proposal, Don Alvarado
exclaimed with pride, "You honor my house and you have
my consent." The grand wedding fiesta, lasting many days,
was held at the home of Don Louis Robidoux and his wife
Guadalupe Garcia.
Cornelius and Mercedes settled in an adobe addition to
the store in Agua Mansa, where eight of their children were
-10-

born: Jose, Concepcion, Tomassa, Francisca, Cornelius,
Erolinda, Henry and Mary. The Jensen's store prospered so
that by 1865 they were able to buy ranch lands to the east
belonging to Don Louis Robidoux; 300 prime acres near the
Santa Ana River and a part of the original Rancho Jurupa. In
1870, Don Cornelio (as he was now called) completed their
new and unique home which he built to resemble his
childhood home in Denmark .
By now over twenty years had passed since the young
Captain had left his Danish home. He loved his adopted
country, but longed for the gentleness of Denmark, her
seasons, landscape and quiet way of life. It was for this
reason that Cornelius satisfied this longing by building a
home which would remind him of his homeland. With many
rooms for his now large family, the house was richly
decorated with tapestries, carpets, leather-covered furniture,
porcelain and marble tables from New York and a piano
from Boston shipped to him around the Horn. Built of kiln
dried bricks with the help of Chinese laborers, the imposing
house was completed in 1870, along with the addition of a
large brick barn, winery, smoke-house and other structures.
To re-establish some connection with his past,
Cornelius wrote to Denmark and invited Peter Peters, his

Jensen Ranch 1880
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boyhood friend from Vesterland, to come west to be
manager of the ranch. Peter accepted and would eventually
marry Mercedes' younger sister. Fruit trees, berries, olives,
wine grapes and a large garden surrounded the ranch
compound. The prosperous ranch produced wine, olives,
raisins, grain and cattle. Old letters from those years tell of
Spanish sausage, hams and bacon hanging in the smoke
house, and casks of wine and a giant wine and olive oil press
in the winery. Hides, wool, and tallow were traded for items
such as coffee, sugar, cloth material, tools and coal oil at the
harbor of San Pedro, a two-day journey by wagon.
Mercedes always had pinto beans on the stove and often
prepared re-fried beans and tortillas and served wine to
frequent visitors. Four more children were subsequently
born in the new home: John, Helena, Robert and Charles.
Helena and Charles died as infants.
The Jensen ranch was the center of activity in the area
and many fiestas and weddings, were held there. Don
Cornelio was highly regarded and trusted by the local people
and acted as their banker and advisor. At times, large sums
of cash and gold were stored in the Jensen attic for safe

Mercedes Jensen circa 1913

Don and Dona
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Jensen Family

keeping. He became Supervisor of the new Riverside County
and served on the School Board for many years. Don
Cornelio died at the age of 72. His passing was greatly
mourned by his many friends and neighbors who bore his
casket in a long funeral procession to the cemetery near
Agua Mansa where he was finally laid to rest in 1886. Dona
Mercedes lived on at the ranch until her death in 1914 at the
age of 87.
Toward the end of Cornelius Jensen's life, Riverside
County was experiencing the inevitable transformation of
old Spanish Land Grants and Mexican holdings to urban
growth. The railroad and influx of easterners demanded
industry and new homes. Succeeding generations of Jensen
children sold portions of the old ranch lands. The City of
Riverside became the hub of commerce and the area around
the ranch evolved into the community of Robidoux. Small
homes and trailer parks have encroached upon the once
pastoral fields. Gone are the orchards and vineyards, but a
part of that old world of Cornelius and Mercedes Jensen
remains to remind us of what once was a little part of
Denmark, Spain and Mexico.
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Jensen house before restoration.

Recently we flew out to Flabob again and were pleased
to see the progress made in restoring the old ranch. Relatives
and community leaders, realizing that a part of history must
be retained, formed the Jensen-Alvarado Ranch Associates
to save the remaining 30 acres and buildings. Jensen heirs
generously donated money and property. Grants from the
Federal Parklands Acquisition Fund, the State of California
Urban Parks Program and the County of Riverside, plus
volunteers all contributed to the Jensen-Alvarado Ranch
Historic Park. Work still continues with the restoration of
the old house, winery and other buildings. Plans to extend
the orchard and vineyard are in progress. Ultimately, this
historic landmark will be made available for public touring.
Plan to fly into Flabob Airport next time you are in
Southern California or if you are driving in the Riverside
area, visited the Jensen-Alvarado Ranch Historic Park and
experience the world of one of California's first Danes,
Cornelius Jensen, from the little village called Vesterland on
the Island of Sylt, Denmark.
For information on touring the ranch, write to the
-14-

Jensen-Alvarado Ranch Associates, P. 0. Box 35007, Riverside, California 92519. (714) 798-1185

CREDITS: Jensen-Alvarado Ranch Associates - Stephen Becker,
Riverside County Historian, Executive Director; Mary Haggland,
Chairman.
"Danske Pionerer in Riverside" - Author Unknown, Olga Strandvold Opfell, Translator.
Anne Pedersen - Research Assistant / Editor.
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Jens Munk: The Story of a Sailor
Who Embraced His Fate
INTRODUCTION
"Jens Munk was one of the intrepid sixteenth-century
explorers who navigated the Arctic seas with inadequate
ships, faulty charts and primitive instruments. He was also
one of the few who survived the arduous search for the
Northwest Passage, who reached Hudson Bay in 1619,
wintered there, buried most of his crew, and by a supreme
effort of will and skill made the voyage home with the two
crewmen left to him. "
by INGA W. WIEHL
During my brother's two year term as a conscientious
objector, he was employed by the Danish National Museum
to restore artifacts. One such was Jens Munk's hat. That is
how I became acquainted with that great Renaissance sailor
and leader of men. I read about him and became fascinated,
all the while wondering why. Why should I - or anyone care about the illegitimate child, the poor ship's boy, the
near-do-well whaler, the bankrupt merchant, the king's
hired servant, the cuckolded husband, the toothless, whitehaired forty-nine year old man who in abject poverty,
leaving behind him only "a footnote in the book of history,
one of those names known to all and to none . An unremarkable street trodden by an incurious public. A remote and
uninhabited island in the Arctic seas." 1 How was it that his
death was not a "wretched, chilling thing" as Edith Hamilton
characterizes that of an ordinary man; rather it conveyed a
"sense of quickened life" like that of a tragic hero. Well then,
if a hero is someone who embraces his fate, one who imposes
his will on the happenings of life to accomplish what he must
-16-

North Pol•

Arctic Ocean

Labrador

A modern map of the Northwest Passage with Munk's most important
landing places marked: Rensund, Haresund, and Munk Haven.

-from the book, The Way To Hudson Bay
by Thorkild Hansen (translated by James
Mcfarlane)
accomplish to be who he potentially is, I submit Jens Munk is
one. As such he warrants my attention.
He was born at his father's estate in Southern Norway in
1579. His parents were Danish, his father, Erik Munk, a
-17-

nobleman by birth. The privilege of nobility had been withdrawn, however, because Jens Munk's grandfather had
married a bondwoman and thus forfeited his right to pass on
title and property to his descendants. Erik Munk avoided
making his father's mistake by living in sin with Jens'
mother. That way he kept himself in a state of readiness to
regain the patent of nobility which he actively pursued by
making himself indispensable to his king, Frederik II. He
captured two invincible fortresses and so distinguished himself in naval battles that not only fiefs and property but
finally also the coveted patent of nobility fell to him as
rewards. Ruthlessness and cruelty were the means which led
to the fulfillment of his ambition. His peasants brought
repeated charges against him, and, worse yet for him, he
managed to offend a group of noblemen who were taking
part in an expedition to secure Danish territorial rights in the
White Sea. They were already annoyed
that the
compromised Erik Munk had been reinvested with his old
rights of nobility. Finally years of carefully gathered
evidence

against him in his position

of feudal vassal felled

him; in 1585 Frederik II stripped him of all his fiefs. He still
had his patent of nobility, but it did not save him. He was
imprisoned at Dragsholm where he hanged himself in 1595.
His mistress and mother of his two children, Jens and his
older brother Niels, had to leave their estate. They sailed
across Oslo Fjord and settled in Frederiksstad. Jens was
seven years old. When he was nine, he was sent to Aalborg
to go to school and live in the house of his uncle, the city's
burgomaster. There, if he was lucky, he might grow up to
be a clerk or a priest. But such luck was not for Jens. After
three years he set off for home. He was twelve years old and
somehow he had realized that it would be impossible to
amount to anything in Aalborg. Living that far from the sea,
he would lose his soul. He could read and write, but
Frederiksstad had little more to offer him than rumors about
his father's imprisonment at Dragsholm. Home, then, had to
be sought elsewhere. So he signed on with a Frisian ship
bound for Portugal. There, he knew, great convoys were
-18-

prepared for America. He was ready to look for home in the
new world.
In Oporto Jens signed off. He had a letter of recommendation in his pocket one of the richest merchants in
town, Duart Duez. Duez offered Jens a job in his warehouses, and in six months he learned enough Portugese to be
useful in the office. Duez took a liking to him and got him a
job as cabin watch on the SCHOUBENACHT, which with
three other Dutch and nine Portugese ships were sent to
Brazil to fetch sugar for Duez. They left in 1592. Jens was
thirteen years old.
On that journey he learned that it is easier to sail from
Portugal to Brazil than from Norway to Denmark. Week
after week they sailed with a calm, rolling, following sea till
they arrived in Baya de Todos los Santos. Again Jensen had
a letter of introduction, this one to the brother of his
Portugese employer , Miguel Duez. As he inquired about his
house, however, Jens learned that Duez had just left for
Europe. That made staying impossible, so he left with the
SCHOUBYNACHT on what was to be her last journey.
Their convoy was attacked by some French pinks.
SCHOUBYNACHTwas set on fire; the seven surviving crew
members, among them Jens, were put ashore on the coast to
take their chances with hostile natives ready to attack with
blow pipes and poisoned darts. Jens voided death by either
and made it back to Baya where he spent the next five years,
four of them as a valued employee in the house of Miguel
Duez; he had hired him immediately on his return from
Europe. In 1598 he left under dramatic circumstances.
Two Dutch ships had anchored in the harbor of Baya.
When asked by the Spanish authorities for their papers, they
confessed to having none . Seven Spanish ships were made
ready to attack and confiscate the Dutch ships the following
dawn. Guards were posted along the coast. Warning the
Dutch seemed impossible. Yet the Portugese Miguel Duez
thought of a way. He asked Jens to swim out to the ships in
the cover of night and inform the crew of their impending
fate. Luck was with him and he succeeded. The Dutch set sail
and escaped before the Spaniards caught on to what was
-19-

happening. Jens Munk arrived with them in Amsterdam
where he was given a royal welcome and offered a job. He
refused. He was going home. He was nineteen years old and
he was going to Copenhagen to claim his paternal
inheritance. To do that he left behind everything he owned
in Baya as well as a secure position in Amsterdam. Why? He
left Aalborg because to his way of thinking nobody could
amount to anything that far away from the sea. In Baya he
literally gave himself up to the sea- in the dark of night stark naked - he risked sharks and guards and left everything behind. As he swam, he embraced the water, and we
who look retrospectively can begin to see in the symbolic
embrace a fate by water, simultaneously the means and the
goal, the road to home and home itself.
Copenhagen offered no friendly welcome. He was
greeted with the news of his father's suicide. His claim of
inheritance was met with the information that the state had
confiscated all his father's land and property. A silver
tankard and some discarded clothing "were what was left of
the estates of Barbo, Borregaard and Hj0rne ... of the scores
of farms, which our well-beloved Erim Munk had received
for himself and his issue in perpetuity in token of his faithful
service." So fickle is the favor of kings. None of these
manors was to be home for Jens Munk. Unconsciously he
must have known that, for he did not perceive their loss as a
mark of fate; rather he thought it a challenge, a provocation
even. His father's record was not to be his. He must make his
own Journey.
Undaunted, he sought out the most powerful man in
Denmark - just as he had approached the rich Duart Duez
in Oporto - Henrik Ramel. He would off er his services on
one of the ships with which this rich and ambitious councilman conducted foreign commerce. He was amply qualified:
he was well traveled, had lived among people in different
parts of the world, spoke fluent Portugese and had a
knowledge of Dutch and Spanish; he knew what there was to
know about shipping and chartering. Noble blood ran in his
veins. He was fit to command ships and men. But Erik
Munk' s name cast a long shadow. His son was offered the
-20-

job of ship's writer, a menial position. He accepted, and in
one year, 1600, he made four voyages to Spain in that
capacity. From 1601 to 1605 he made voyages to Narva, four
to Danzig, one to Amsterdam, three to Spain. A record
amount of sailing.
Finally, in 1605, he could take leave of Henrik Ramel,
take out a trade license as an independent merchant in
Copenhagen and rent a house in Pilestrade. He bought a
share in one of B0rge Trolle's ships and for the next three
years conducted home trade and foreign trade with France
and Iceland. In 1608 he sold his share and bought himself an
old vessel. The following spring he and Jens Hvid, who also
owned and operated a merchantman, left Copenhagen for
Novaya Zemlya in the Barents Sea where they intended to
buy pelts of Arctic foxes, polar bears and ermine. Secretly,
Jens Munk also hoped to find whales. He saw no whales but
realized that the Arctic winter - which together with the
Danish nobility would come to represent his life's mighty
foes - had been unusually hard that year. Drift ice was
everywhere. Jens Hvid decided to wait at Kildin and go to
Archangel later to trade with the Russians, whereas Jens
Munk opted to proceed due north. As he did so, however,
the ice pressed increasingly harder against his old ship and
forced him to go periously close to the reefs along the coast
of the island Kolguev. To avoid a shipwreck, he rounded the
island and turned south. But soon it became impossible to
move. The ship stood motionless in the grip of the ice. The
pressure tore the old hull apart, and the captain gave orders
to disembark. Silently he and his crew lowered the dinghy to
bring ashore a lifeboat and provisions. They had to prepare
for a voyage south of 223 kilometers in a rowboat through
open ice filled seas. They rigged it up with a scrap of sail and
raised the gunwales so it could hold all the men. Jens Munk
stayed at the helm on the entire journey. With the aid of an
unreliable compass and faulty sketches of charts he
calculated the exact course. On June 21st, four days after
they set sail, he and Jens Hvid met again and all went to
Archangel. Jens Hvid, the prudent nobleman, and the Arctic
ice had won the day.
-21-

Thirty years old, Jens Munk returned to Copenhagen as
poor as he had been when he arrived there ten years before.
Ten years of work and profit had been gambled and lost. It
would appear he had gone nowhere. Unwilling to once again
offer his services to a nobleman, he went directly to the king.
Christian IV had heard of Jens Munk, and maybe he thought
that he had defied Providence and committed an act of
excessive pride waging his old ship against the Arctic seas.
Yet he had rescued his crew from the Polar ice and that the
king recognized as a feat. Maybe Jens Munk was the man he
needed to realize his own ambition: the discovery of the
Northeast Passage and the road to China. It was worth a try.
Again Jens Munk set off for Novoya Zemlya and Vaygach,
ten degrees north of there. Trade, hunting and exploration
were the object of the voyage. The expedition would cover
its costs by seeking "train oil and whatsoever else there might
fall out," and interesting circumlocution for whales. But
again no whales. Again Jens Munk was forced to turn back
- this time without taking any chances with the ships of the
royal navy. He returned to Copenhagen with a cargo of
stockfish.
Then another opportunity presented itself. On April
4th, 1611, Christian IV declared war on Sweden. It was a
question of the Norwegian Sea. Sweden had exacted taxes in
Bjarmeland, and Karl IX had called himself King of the
Lapps and granted Sweden charters to sail to the Northlands.
These were Danish waters. The King had been up there
himself; he had sent Jens Munk in charge of his own ships; he
would brook no Swedish interference. His plan was to attack
the bastion of Kalmar and to cut off Sweden from the rest of
the world by blockading the fort of Elsborg. Jens Munk was
appointed the lieutenant of J0rgen Da who would conduct
the blockade. Daa was the less experienced, but a nobleman.
Munk had learned to operate from second place, and he
figured that war was every man's chance. At Elsborg he was
faced with the same mission, the same enemy, the same
struggle that had faced his fat her at the battles of Stenvigsholm and Akershus; if, like his father, he conquered, he
-22-

would have the same victory and logically might expect the
same reward; the patent of nobility.
The Danes captured Elsborg in 1612. J0rgen Daa and
Jens Munk had earned the King's recognition. Christian IV
could afford to be generous. And he was. To Daa. Jens
Munk received his usual salary of two hundred rix-dollars
per year.
It is a strange thing to note the steady denial of ego
gratification - fiefs, manors and patent of nobility - that
invariably resulted in a renewed pursuit of self: the embrace
of the destiny which will lead to Munk Haven in Hudson
Bay. The King could not reward the bastard, Jens Munk. He
had fathered several illegitimate children himself; yet in his
position of king he must insist on the morality of marriage.
Nor would he benefit politically from bestowing favors on
the son of Erik Munk. The nobility, which was always
threatening his sovereignty, was not about to receive him as
their equal. Thus Jens Munk was prevented from having any
of the concerns dictated by rank and status or any of the
privileges. Every time he came close, he was denied the
desired boon and made free to ultimately make the journey
to Munk Haven which would be both a test and a reward.
Munk continued in the King's service. He married a
commoner; his children would be commoners as well. He
was given a series of modest assignments, always at the beck
and call of the nobility, always fetching and bringing, till
once again he saw an opportunity to strike out for himself,
to become an independent trader and explorer. Together
with J0rgen Daa he was ordered to outfit two of the King's
ships and go in pursuit of the much feared and highly
destructive pirate Mendoza. They caught him and returned
to Copenhagen not only with the pirate but loaded with loot
as well. Even though Jens Munk's share was modest
compared to Daa' s, he was a wealthy man in the autumn of
1615.
As is always the case, rumors of wealth spread fast.
Surely Mendoza had brothers in piracy; surely more loot
was there for the taking. The following summer everybody
wanted to go pirate hunting. From being vice-admiral and
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second-in-command on the Victor, Munk was degraded to
lieutenant under his own subordinate at Elsborg, Frans
Brockenhuus. Many toasts were drunk to the non-existent
Mendoza brothers while real pirates ravaged the shipping
worse than before. The anticipated booty was equally nonexistent, and a non-existent report was submitted to the
King. What did exist, however, was Munk's plan to trade for
himself which he had put into effect during the spring of his
demotion for the task of the ludicrous pirate hunt. The Fall
of 1916 found him more wealthy than before. He had
dispatched his own ship together with two owned by Mikkel
Vibe, who had obtained permission to engage in whaling off
the Northlands. They returned to Copenhagen full to the
brim with train oil. While hunting non-existent pirate
brothers, Jens Munk had doubled his fortune. He was able to
resign his commission as captain in the navy, to become an
independent man and realize his old dream of becoming a
whaler.
For three years Munk had good returns on his
investments. If the nobles did not like it, they had to
acknowledge what the world will always acknowledge:
money. Munk's prestige in town and at court was on the rise.
When Christian IV planned a colonial expedition to the East
Indies the Winter of 1618, he chose Jens Munk to command
it. He was on the move now, making progress, as the world
terms it. He got everything ready, the ships, the men, the
provisions. On October 24, the nobleman Ove Giedde
received the King's orders to go to the East Indies as leader of
his expedition. He left on November 14th. He was twentyfour years old, had no experience with ships and knew
nothing about the tropics.
Again the King had failed Jens Munk, Again the nobles
had forced his hand in making the choice of a nobleman to
lead and Munk to be the one with the expertise and the
responsibility without the authority. But Munk had had
enough. He asked to be released from the task. The King's
change of mind may have had to do with the fact that Munk
was no longer a wealthy man. Once again the Arctic ice had
prevented his ship from doing its appointed job. It had
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returned to Copenhagen with ballast and bankruptcy for
Munk.
Once again he was a commissioned man, no longer his
own master. He would never be a whaler, never an explorer.
Even so, four days after Ove Giedde began to make his way
round Africa's Cape of Good Hope, Jens Munk swept past
Greenland's Cape Farewell bound for the Northwest Passage
to China.
Like all navigators of his time, Jens Munk believed that
a passage to the Pacific Ocean was to be found north of the
American mainland called the Anian Strait. After the disappointment at the King's change of heart and after seeing
Ove Giedde take off for Ceylon, Munk - in accordance
with his now recognizable pattern of action - gave himself
up to studying available material, accounts and charts, and
presented the King with a well formulated plan: he would go
west to find the East. The King was persuaded. Finding the
Anian Strait was the last link in his Norwegian Sea project.
And Jens Munk was modest; he estimated the cost of the
expedition to be five thousand rix-dollars.
With two ships, the Unicorn and the Lamprey, and
sixty-five men, he left Copenhagen on Sunday, May 9, 1619.
His orders were to "seek out the Hudson Strait at latitude
sixty-two and one half degrees north, sail through it, and
head southwest to Hudson Bay until he reached the coast to
the west and could begin his search for the Anian Strait."
On June 2nd, they passed the Shetland Islands. On June
30th, they sighted Cape Farewell. Finally, thirty-nine days
after leaving Norway, the American coast appeared on the
horizon at latitude sixty-two and one half degrees north. The
two English navigators, Gordon and Watson, had made
several mistakes which had cost them valuable time. On July
11th, they reached Hudson Strait which is the approach to
the Northwest Passage. On July 13th, ice covered the entire
strait, and they had to heave to till July 15th, when the ice
eased enough to allow them to enter. The run lasted for two
days; then the ice closed ahead of them again and forced
them to anchor behind some rocky inlets till July 22nd when
Munk could wait no longer and gave command to proceed.
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The following day found the two ships stuck in the ice. On
that day the four anchors of the Lamprey were shattered and
the hull shot up "so that a man could lay his hand on the keel
from stem to stern/' On the 25th, the rudder of the Unicorn
was smashed. The ice drifts carried the ships between the
islets till the 26th, when they stopped with the result that the
pressure of the ice against the ships' sides increased to make
the danger of ship wreck imminent. They survived one night
and then another, and on the 28th of July they partly sailed,
partly hauled the ships into a little bay behind some inlets.
They did so at low tide. The incoming flood leveled such
masses of ice against the two ships it took all sixty-five men
to ward them off. Not until the 31st did they manage to get
their sloop and frigate over some rocks into a cove. On
August 8th, they awoke to find everything blanketed with
snow. On the 9th, they set sail only to discover that once
again Gordon had made a navigational error; he had
mistaken Ungava Bay for Hudson Bay. That cost them ten
days.
Squalls, snowstorms, hail and mist obstructed their
arrival at Hudson Bay where they were greeted, according to
Munk's journal, with "a low coastline of sparse forest and a
rocky spit jutting into the sea and protecting the narrow
approach to a fjord." There, on September 7th, he
performed one of the great feats of seamanship of all times:
he maneuvered the frigate Unicorn in the storm, the hail, and
the fog, through tremendous current and submerged rocks
into a fjord whose depths and bottom he did not know, took
the wind out of the sails and dropped anchor. Even today,
with charts and pilots, experienced mariners would not
attempt what he managed without either.
Munk managed partly because he had no alternative but
to try. The much lighter Lamprey had vanished in the storm
and did not re-appear until the morning of the 9th, when the
sailors of the Unicorn could pilot her into the fjord. Her crew
was exhausted. And worse, the men showed signs of
incipient scurvy. Fortunately enough cloudberries and
gooseberries were still available to procure a temporary
improvement. All sixty-five crew members were on deck to
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receive the captain's fateful words uttered on September 18,
1619, "we shall attempt to winter here."
They immediately went to work on putting the ships in
winter dock. The captain assigned each man his task hunting, trapping, felling wood - they had ample food and
wood. But winter was closing its grip. Soon they would
realize that the lack of skiis and leather clothing would prove
desvastating. On November 21st, one of the boatswains
died. A week later the surgeon aboard the Lamprey died. To
get the men's attention off the two deaths in rapid
succession, Munk put them to work on a Christmas celebration. When Christmas Eve arrived, the clergyman read the
gospel and his congregation sang about the rose which grows
of frozen earth; a fitting hymn here which endorsed the
contrast between the ready warmth in the fellowship among
the men and the affection of the captain for his crew on one
hand and the unyielding cold of their Arctic surroundings on
the other. For dinner they had hare and grouse and plenty of
ale and wine. To heat the room, the gun deck of the Unicorn,
Munk had ordered some four foot long ballast irons to be
heated red-hot in the furnace and then dragged out onto a
base of large stones.
Munk' s logbook carefully records the next five months.
A margin of about an inch and a half has been spared on the
left side of each page. Starting on February 20, 1620, a
number of notations occur at regular intervals: 21 corpses.
Five days later: 22 corpses. Against March 9th appears 26
corpses. Against April 1st, 34 dead. April 16th, 47 dead.
May 6th, 53 dead. May 19th, 57 dead. Finally June 4th, 61
dead. That date also bears the testament Munk planned to
leave to the world:
June 4, 1620
Since I no longer have any hopes of living, I can
only pray to God that we may be found by some
good Christians and that for God's sake they will
cause my poor corpse together with the others to be
buried in the earth, receiving their reward from
God in heaven, and that this my account be given
unto my Gracious Lord and King (for every word
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herein is altogether true) so that some good may
arise unto my poor wife and children out of my
great hardship and sorry departure. Herewith, I say
good-bye to the world and give my soul into God's
keeping.
Jens Munk
We hear in these lines the echo of the words from
Golgatha, consumatum est, and are reminded of the ancient
wisdom in Oedipus' remark as he leaves the stage having
fulfilled his fate and blinded himself: 'Despite so many
ordeals, my advanced age and the nobility of my soul make
me conclude that all is well." Munk's courage in facing death
is born of that feeling. He, too, had done what he had to do.
But he was not done. He did not die. On June 8th, he
was strong enough to make it out of bed and onto the deck.
Contrary to his expectations that everyone else were dead,
two men who had gone on shore some time earlier but had
been too weak to make it back to the ship, were still alive.
They saw him and staggered out to meet him. Together they
made a bed under a bush and built a fire. They crawled
around like animals, digging with nailless fingers for any
green plants from which they might suck the roots. They
could no longer chew. Their gums were bleeding; their teeth
were gone.
Yet as the weather improved, so did they. On June 26th,
the captain informed his crew of two that he planned to set
the Lamprey afloat. He had watched the changing moon and
figured that the forceful arms of the returning spring tide
would provide the help they needed to get the sloop over
the rocks. He was right and could report in his logbook that
"on July 16th, which fell on a Sunday, in the afternoon, we
sailed from there, and I have called this Haven after myself,
Munk Haven." The name has obvious symbolic overtones. It
was the only home, or haven, Munk was ever to have,
geographically and psychologically speaking. He had
reached the destination for which he was fated by his own
choices as well as exterior circumstances. His reward were
the seemingly super human powers which enabled him to
perform the Herculean task of bringing home the Lamprey.
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For sixty-seven days and nights Munk was at the helm. He
made no mistakes. He calculated exactly and steered directly
for Hudson Strait, the one passage out of Hudson Bay.
Sixty-seven days in open seas; in raging storms that left them
nothing but the bare masts to which they must tie themselves
to prevent being swept overboard. Sometimes they were in
water to their waists when the pump gave out and they could
not keep up with the rushing waters.
On September 20th, they saw the coast of Norway on
the horizon, and on the 21st, they sailed towards land. Munk
tacked back and forth all day trying to find a safe place to
land on the craggy shore. When finally a farmer in a
rowboat appeared, he fled at the sight of them, and it took a
musket shot from Munk to call him back. As he rowed in, he
watched their human tears run down their animal-hairy
faces. . ... "having the ship now intact and being come to a
Christian land once more, then did we poor humans weep in
great joy and thanked God for having mercifully vouchsafed
us this good fortune," reads the logbook. The writer did not
know that he would have little to be thankful for. Arrived in
Bergen one of his two men got involved in a brawl and
stabbed a man. As his captain, Munk was responsible for
his conduct. So he reported to Knud Gyldenstjerne, the
nobleman
in charge at Bergenshus. Gyldenstjerne
remembered this captain who had been serving the noblemen
so truculantly and had thought himself worthy to be one of
them. He put Munk in prison where he stayed till Christmas.
He arrived in Copenhagen on Christmas Eve to find that
his wife had given up hope of ever seeing him again and
taken in another man. The King was angry. Where is my
frigate, where are my sailors, he asked. Oblivious to the fact
that Munk was exhausted from his trials, the King ordered
him to go back to fetch the Unicorn and establish a
settlement. Munk' s protestations of infirmity were of no
avail; the expedition was abandoned only because it proved
impossible to find either sailors or settlers who were willing
to go.
Munk remained in the King's service, albeit not in his
favor if one is to judge from the chronicle of a Frenchman,
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Isaac de la Peyrere, who was a resident in Denmark from
1644 to 45, as secretary to the French ambassador Monsieur
de la Thuillerie. His account confuses the years of the
contemplated expedition to the Arctic in 1621 to find the
Unicorn and initiate a settlement with that of Jens Munk's
death which took place seven years later, in 1628. He does,
however, report a meeting between the King and Munk
which suggests a moral victory for the latter. He writes,
Jens Munk was on the point of sailing for the
second time, when on the very day of departure the
King of Denmark sent for him and in the course of
their conversation reproached him with having by
dint of his inadequate leadership of the first expedition thrown away the lives of the seamen with
which the King had entrusted him. When the captain gave him a truculent answer, the King became
enraged and permitted himself to prod him in the
chest with his staff. Deeply embittered over this
affront, the captain withdrew and made his way
home, and took to his bed, where he died ten days
later of grief and hunger.
For a long time, nobody in Denmark paid any attention
to that story. Clearly the chronology was faulty, and clearly
the account did little to flatter the King. That notwithstanding, Thorkild Hansen in The Way to Hudson Bay
confirms the meeting between the two men. A study of
existing records lead him to conclude that after the battle
of Kiel, one of the many defeats suffered by Christian IV
in the Thirty Years' War, he and Munk were on the
same ship from April 9th to April 16th, 1628. It is
possible that Munk had been wounded in the battle which
would explain why he was being brought back to Copenhagen on the King's flagship. Thorkild Hansen imagines the
two men face to face: "There is something about this small
captain which he (the King) cannot comprehend: his
meekness, his mildness. Unlike normal people he does not
throw his weight around, does not brag about his exploits.
This the King could only put down to arrogance, and it made
him uneasy ... The worst was that he seemed unaffected by
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all his failures, displaying a placid dignity." Hansen allows
that it is entirely possible that the King, who in 1628 was in
one of the most critical periods of his reign, may indeed have
forgotten himself and raised his staff at the sight of Munk
and the spectre of his own mortality. The records show that
Munk arrived in Copenhagen on April 16th and died on June
24th. He died of "grief and hunger" says de la Peyrere. Those
words suggest an element of will, defiance even; they allow
the surmise that for the last time Munk took his life into his
own hands by ending it. In that choice, as in all his other
choices, he proved himself a free man.
If Jens Munk appeared incomprehensible to his King, he
need not do so to us who can see his life in a piece and see its
repeated patterns. We can recognize in him his mythological
counterpart and archetype: Sisyphus. Sisyphus defied the
gods by bringing water to the citadel of Corinth and by
putting Death in chains. For those transgressions he was
punished in the Underworld by having to perpetually roll a
rock up a mountain which would immediately fall down. He
is the prototype of the absurd hero, says the French existentialist Albert Camus:
He is as much through his passions as through his
torture. His scorn of the gods, his hatred of death,
and his passion for life won him that unspeakable
penalty in which the whole being is extended toward accomplishing nothing. This is price that
must be paid for the passions of the earth ... (yet) at
each of those moments when he leaves the heights
and gradually sinks toward the lairs of the gods, he
is superior to fate. He is stronger than his rock . . .
There is no fate that cannot be surmounted by
scorn. 2
Christian IV may have been correctly - at least from
his own perspective - when he interpreted Munk' s lack of
swagger as arrogance and was made uneasy about it. The
polish which life's tumbler had effected on Munk was ever to
escape his King. He was still being crushed when twenty
years later he died of stomach cancer.
That Jens Munk had the courage to face death with .open
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eyes were demonstrated in the diary entry of June 4, 1620. It
is likely, therefore, that he might do the same in June of 1628
when for other reasons living had become escapable. The
two events show a similiarity in the quality of courage but a
difference in the goals of ambition. In 1628 the world no
longer held a task; no more ships were to be brought in.
Sisyphus like, Munk had rolled his rock to the top for the
last time and he stood at the foot of the mountain. He had
had to content himself with the struggle toward the heights,
but, as his behavior indicates, he shared Camus' knowledge
that that is enough to "fill a man's heart." That knowledge, I
submit, explains his dignity.
FOOTNOTES
1 Thorkild Hansen, The Way to Hudson Bay (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, Inc., 1970) p. 18.
2 Albert Camus The Myth of Sisyphus And Other Esssays (Clinton
Mass.: The Colonial Press, Inc., 1955) p. 89.
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Niels S0rensen Lawdahl
INTRODUCTION
The brief autobiography of
Niels S0rensen Lawdahl is
dated January, 1925, the day
following his 61st birthday. It
was written in the last days of
his life, a little each day, as his
health permitted after he became ill. He died March 4,
1925, in Des Moines, Iowa. 1
Except for very scant references in the last paragraph, he
ends his biography with his
entrance, as a student, to the
Morgan Park, Chicago Seminary on September 9, 1890,
and from which he graduated
in 1894. The following year he
returned to the Seminary as
an instructor. During his tenure at the Seminary, he distinguished himself as teacher and scholar. He taught English,
Greek, Danish, History and Church History. It was said of
him that, "He is interested in everything that concerns the
welfare of his countrymen in this new land. He loves all
people and all nationalities, but especially his own people,
and remembrances from his homeland will always be
enshrined in his memory. " 2 He is the author of the most
authentic, and likely the only, history of the Danish Baptist
congregations in the United States. 3
He tells us little of his work during the 18 years he was
in Chicago, though his teaching and writing, which met high
standards, no doubt kept him fully occupied. In 1913 the
Lawdahls left for Des Moines, Iowa. Why? He doesn't tell
us. However, we are informed that in Des Moines he was
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Dean of the Seminary at Des Moines University (originally
Des Moines College). 4 During the years 1913-1925 he
preached to Danish Baptist congregations in Iowa (Cuppy's
Grove is often mentioned) to raise money for the Seminary. 5
There were trips to the Pacific Coast to visit friends and
relatives, and, enroute, to meet with Danish Baptists to raise
money. The first of these trips was in 1914 and was referred
to as their Honeymoon. 6 The last one was to seek help from
a doctor in what turned out to be a terminal illness. 7
It is hoped that this autobiography
will stimulate
research into the lives and works of Danish immigrants
whose association was with the Baptist church. Professor
Lawdahl and his writings would seem to be an excellent focal
point. It would be interesting and worthwhile to learn more
about Lawdahl, as well as his associates. Some helpful leads
have been uncovered, but their use cannot be delayed for
long.
FOOTNOTES
1 A brief and sketchy diary kept by Lawdahl' s wife, Hansine Eckman
Lawdahl. From the library of Robert L. Brown , Eugene, Oregon.
2 Danske i Amerika, C. Rasmussen Publishing Company (1907 ). Page
197. The chapter in this book entitled Danske Baptister i Amerika was
authored by Prof . N. S. Lawdahl.
3 De Danske Baptisters Historie i Amerika by Nels S0rensen Lawdahl ,
published by the author in Morgan Park , Illinois (1909), 544 pages.
(Printed by Folkevennens Trykkeri , Chicago , Illinois.)
4 Letters from Naomi Lawdahl Chastain

telephone conversation
Lawdahl.

and Ruth Lawdahl Friar , and
with Ruth L. Friar, daughters of Professor

5 Diary , op. cit.
6 Ibid.
7 Ibid .
8 It was fortunate that Edith Bodtker was requested by Robert L. Brown,
a nephew of Niels S0rensen Lawdahl , to translate the autobiography,
which brought it to the attention of DAHS . Appreciation is expressed
to Robert L. Brown, Ruth L. Friar and Naomi L. Chastain for permission to publish the autobiography and for access to related papers
and a photograph.
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Niels S0rensen Lawdahl: Autobiography
My name is Niels S0rensen Lawdahl. I was born in
S0nder Stenderup, Bjert Strand near Kolding. This vicinity
was my mother's native soil. Her name was Ane Sofie Hansen Stougaard. Father was from Givskud vicinity near Vejle.
His name was S0ren Nielsen. I was born January 25, 1864
(the war year). And before very long, I was baptized because
of father's impending departure for the army. There was a
little brother in the home, two years older than I. He died in
Kasson, Minnesota in 1899.
Immediately after my birth, father was drafted and
when war broke out, he marched with the army. The
poverty stricken young woman was left all alone. In due time,
however, her young husband returned in good shape, minus
an ear. My parents were poor cottagers. Father was a day
laborer. In 1866, they moved to father's home vicinity near
Vejle. They settled two miles north west of Vejle, in Ildved,
Hvejse parish. The little cottage has now been torn down I
understand. It was situated on the south side of Stormosen,
close by the main road on old Hans Vaver' s property. The
main highway comes from Vejle, Vindelev, and runs
through Ildved west of Hvedsel Church. In this little cottage
I lived my simple life. My parents were good people, good to
their children. We were five in all. A little sister died early. I
have a brother, Carl Lawdahl, in Sask., Canada. Another,
Johannes Lawdahl, in Holb~k, Denmark, and a sister, Mrs.
K. Kj~r, in Vejle, Denmark. My schooling was good. Good
teachers, and in winter I went to school every day, both with
the little ones (two days) and with the older ones (four days),
six days a week. I liked school and studied diligently. At age
14, I was confirmed and discharged from school. At age 18, I
left for America with my oldest brother, Hans S. Lawdahl.
My father's relatives in America had long urged us to make
this move, and my parents saw the wisdom of it, and we two
young men agreed. But as the time for departure grew closer,
it seemed too much for father, and he wanted us to stay
home. He almost convinced my brother, but I stood firm - I
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would travel alone. We left and reached our journey's end on
May 28, 1883. We reached Eureka, Polk County, Wisconsin,
ten miles north of Saint Croix Falls, Wisconsin. The farm
buildings here, and everything except the people looked
strange, but they soon began to seem familiar to me, and I
felt comfortable with the situation. And from the day of our
arrival until now, I have been happy that we came to
America. In this area, nearly all the people were Danes or
Norwegians, mostly Danes. My relatives, praise the Lord,
were religious people, Baptists, and here in the forest they
lived a simple, genuinely Christian life. Here I was converted
to the Lord, and was baptized on a November day in 1883 in
Eckman' s Lake. They went far out on the lake and sawed a
large hole. But when they tried to force the large block under
the ice, there wasn't room enough. They had to go farther
out on the lake, and here things went better and the
ceremony took place with great solemnity. Many people
were present to witness the baptism of these two newcomers.
My brother was also baptized. After the ceremony, the
group gathered for a meeting at the Eckman home. First
there was a sermon, then the two new members were
reminded of some important matters. These matters took
firm hold in our minds. Then came a laying of hands by the
elders. Then all partook of the Lord's supper. Oh, what a
glorious day when I accepted Jesus as my savior. And how
glorious the step I took when I joined the little congregation
up there. My pilgrimage with Jesus has been a joyous one,
and I have always rejoiced in God's church.
Times in America were hard up through the 80s. Grover
Cleveland was president. I could not remain with these dear
brethren, but had to seek employment in the city, St. Paul.
Not even here was it possible to earn one's daily bread. So it
became necessary for me to find work on the railroad far
north in Duluth. On Duluth and Iron Range. It was built
close to some newly discovered iron mines near the
Canadian border. Here, I suffered many hardships. These
people were almost like wild men. And the forests were full
of wolves and bears which often came very close. But Jesus
protected me through it all, and here I had deeply Christian
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experiences which have been of great value throughout my
life. Jesus was wonderfully close to his weak child, and
strengthened and gladdened him. I have worked on steamboats and in lumber camps of Wisconsin, and I have farmed
on the widespread prairies of North Dakota. Oh, how wonderful it was in winters when no work was to be found, to
travel up to relatives and friends in Eureka. Here, I entered a
warm, religious atmosphere of great value for me, and I
gained some knowledge of parochial administration and
activities.
Since I was staying among brethren, I was able to listen
to Pastor Eckman and Kristoffer Hansen, and missionaries
E. B. Sundt, 0. C. Jensen, and others, it dawned on me that I
should be preaching the gospel. But how? On New Year's
Day, in 1888, there was a raging snow storm up there. A
meeting in Uncle Morten's comfortable home had been
planned. Few people came. I was one of the few. None of the
preachers came. I was asked to conduct the meeting, which I
did. I spoke from Brorson's hymn: "Korn Hjerte, tag dit
Regnebrcet." "Come heart, take your Regnebrcet." (Translator's note: Regnebrcet is literally an abacus; figuratively,
"settling accounts with your conscience.")
After the meeting, a dear elderly Sister came and took
my hand saying, "Thank you, Niels. That was good. You
must go to the seminary." The Seminary in Morgan Park
was, at that time, well known. At this meeting, I realized
that I needed training and education. But I also had occasion
to discover that I was able while speaking to raise a certain
spiritual warmth in my listeners, which they enjoyed. Some
urged me; others egged me on. Among the latter was a
young woman, Sine Eckman. She later became my wife, but
at that time we were not yet bethrothed. For four years I had
been one of the foremen on the large Dwight Farm near
Wapethon, Richland Co., North Dakota. Here I earned good
money, but had very little to do. The responsibility was
considerable. At seeding time such a boss often had 12-14
seeders (drills) with four mules to each team. In harvest time,
he had a like number of binders, and for the fall, plowing 1518 large gang plows with five mules for each. In threshing
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time each of us, including me, had charge of a large machine,
Buffalo Pitts. On the evening of September 1, 1890, I bade
farewell to my machine, after we had on that day threshed
3,000 bushels of barley . I was now ready to go to Morgan
Park. I had been the object of a great deal of scorn and
ridicule by the many hands. But Supt. Moller, who that year
became the first Governor of North Dakota, encouraged me
in my calling. Jesus strengthened me, and my decision was
made. Out in an empty farmhouse on Sundays, together
with another Brother, my resolution became firmer as we
sought help in prayer. School opened September 9, and I was
there with others in the beginner's class.
With this my story is told. Ever since then I have lived
my life among Danish Baptists. I graduated from the
seminary in 1894. In 1893, I accepted a call from the church
in Kasson, Minnesota. Here, I was ordained on July 11,
1893. I had recently moved into my new home with my
young wife, Hansine Eckman Lawdahl, (M.E. Eckman's
daughter). She has ever since been a true helpmate and
companion. She has carried a large share of the workload.
The Kasson congregation was good to us, and made
allowances for our weaknesses. We enjoyed many blessings
there. In the summer of 1895, I received a call from the
Chicago University to become a teacher there, since new
arrangements were necessitated by the death of Professor
Jenson in California, in May. Here we stayed until the
summer of 1913 when we moved to Des Moines. During all
my rather long career, I have been aware of my own incompetence, but at the same time I felt God's encouraging
grace and mercy.
I also feel that the Danish-Norwegian Baptists have
appreciated my work, and it has been a joy to serve them. In
these later years my work has been among the Danes only. I
am grateful to God that to some degree he found me useful in
his service.
Translated from Danish by Edith Bodtker
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A. P. Andersen - Saga of
a Danish Immigrant
by HENRYJORGENSEN-1985
Pastor Ove Nielsen, retired assistant director of
Lutheran World Relief, provided the initiative for this
biography when he wrote to the author and suggested that
research be done and a biography be written for The Bridge
on Anders Peder Andersen. Andersen, a Danish immigrant
and farmer in Montana, was knighted by the King of his
native land at which time attention was called to his many
accomplishments.
Pastor Nielsen followed up this letter with an inquiry to
Dr. Donald Watkins, editor of The Bridge at the time,
regarding the appropriateness of such an article. When Dr.
Watkins concurred, the next step was to contact Chris
Johansen, a long time friend of the Andersen family in Great
Falls, Montana, who arranged an exploratory meeting with
members of the family.
This preliminary meeting convinced the author that
here was a Danish immigrant of great stature whose accomplishments and contributions in his adopted country of
America and his native land of Denmark were worthy of
being shared with readers of The Bridge. So the following is
the story of the life and accomplishments of A. P. Andersen.
Anders Peder Andersen, son of Jens and Marie Elisabeth
(Lisbeth), was born in Orsted ved Hovdrup, Denmark, near
Roskilde, March 27, 1888. He was the fourth of six boys. His
fat her died when Anders was twelve years old. An older
brother, Jacob, and their mother tried to continue operating
the farm home but eventually lost it.
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A. P. and Gladys Andersen

Anders, who many years later became known as A.P.,
went to school where he had a teacher who instilled in him a
love of history and Danish folklore. As a consequence
throughout his life he would often quote Danish poems.
Once, in the process of oral exams, he was asked a history
question. A. P. elaborated so much in his answer that the
examiners, marveling, asked him how he had learned all
this. A.P. self-consciously replied that he had read it in a
book he had at home.
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During his youth A. P. worked as a student on several
estates where he acquired an increased knowledge of agriculture. He later confided to his wife that he had had a desire
to go to America to earn enough money in three years to
purchase the childhood farm, the loss of which he viewed as
a personal failure. There were also three goals he hoped to
attain in America. He had heard a speaker who told about
the wonders of America including a great machine pulled by
32 horses that could cut and thresh grain in one operation; he
had heard about Alaska with its bitter climate; and he had
heard about the Mormons in Utah with their multiple wives.
These had evoked his curiosity and the desire to go to
America and observe firsthand. 1
In 1907 A. P ., Chris Jacobsen, and Fred Jensen, lifelong
friends, left for America and arrived in Connecticut, where
A. P. spent a couple of months studying newspapers to get a
working knowledge of the English language. 2 While there, he
worked briefly for a tobacco farmer.
The threesome soon left for Iowa where they got jobs
chopping brush, cutting wood, and husking corn. The food
was inadequate for the working and growing youths who
soon discovered a good supply of nutrition-rich eggs in the
chicken coop. The housewife wondered why the chickens
had suddenly stopped laying. 3
After the winter was over, the three friends went to the
state of Washington where A. P. achieved his first goal when
he saw 32 horses pulling a grain combine and got a job
working on one. 4
Later A. P. and Fred worked for a farmer at Mansfield
in the vicinity of the area which later became part of the
Grand Coulee Dam Project. Several Danish families had
arrived in nearby St. Andrews about 1906 and by 1913 had
established a Danish Lutheran Church. 5
The two friends had wanted to go to Alaska where
railroad construction jobs were available. Since the farmer
felt he couldn't spare them both at the same time a decision
had to be made - which one would go first? They used one of
the rites practiced by A. P. and Fred when a decision had to
be made. They drew straws. Fred won and so he was the first
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to go to Alaska to join Chris who had gone earlier. A. P.
remained for some time in Washington because his mother
had persuaded his older brother, Jacob, to go to America to
check on him. The result of this visit brought A. P. his most
painful experience, resulting in premature graying of his
hair. Jacob was killed in a hunting accident, and the task
befell A. P. to write and inform his mother. 6
In 1911 A. P. went to Alaska where he achieved the
second goal but later noticed that he did not experience the
harsh climate he had expected and his only hardship there
was the hordes of mosquitoes. A. P. worked on a railroad
being constructed from Cordova up the Copper River to the
Kennicott copper mine. He was there when the track was
completed. At that time, he met a man that he had known
before and who was a yard boss for the railroad. He was
given a job in the rail yard but the next morning a number of
the men threatened a work stoppage unles their food rations
were increased. They all were promptly fired. A. P. later
told his daughter, Marie, that this was the first and only time
he had been fired. 7
Meanwhile, Fred Jensen, who was back in Washington,
was asked by his employer if he and A. P. would like to lease
his land. Fred said he could not do so without consulting his
partner, A. P., who he thought was still in Alaska. Just then
A. P. entered the room. They decided to rent the farm and
bought horses, machinery, and seed wheat with $300 in cash
and a $2,000 note. This left them short of funds and during
the winter they kept warm by burning sagebrush for fuel. 8
From then on A. P. always hated the smell of sagebrush.
After the second year of farming, the owner decided to
farm the land himself. The partners leased another farm,
bought more horses, and by 1916 had expanded the operation to 1,000 acres of wheat. In 1915 they had also purchased
a large A very tractor for plowing and threshing but discovered the heavy tractor on steel wheels was not suited for
plowing the type of soil in the area composed of fine volcanic
ash. 9 They decided to look for land elsewhere. In the
meantime Chris Jacobsen had moved to Montana and
invited them to look there. This called for the usual ritual of
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A very Tractor - 1915

drawing straws, and this time A. P. won. He went to
Montana in 1916 where he decided to buy a section of land
ten miles west of Great Falls for $30 an acre. Shortly thereafter he wrote to Fred and said he could sell the land for
$1,500 more than he bought it for. Fred didn't think that
amount was any incentive and A. P. didn't sell. 10
After spending the winter in Washington, A. P. returned
to Montana to start farming. Being very methodical, he had
marked the date on the calendar that he would begin the
farming operation. On that day a snowstorm struck, and
A. P. was so disgusted he would have sold the land on the
spot but by then prices had dropped along with demand.
The first year it rained so much that it was almost
impossible to work the land. The tractor had arrived on a
flat car from Washington but constantly got stuck in the
field. A series of very dry years followed. In 1918 there was a
poor crop. In 1919 A. P. threshed 600 bushels of wheat, the
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only grain harvested in the area. He was the only one in the
area who had planted winter wheat. 11
After this series of poor years, A.P. was broke but was
able to borrow money for seed in 1920. He was able to repay
the bank loan but the big mortgage and high interest rate
brought foreclosure on the land. However, a spirit of determination and a compromise settlement enabled A. P. to
retain the land. 12

1 - Airport
2 - Ranch site

.now
J - First Pla ce A,P . BoUj!ht

The influx of homesteaders to Montana with dreams of
homes, prosperity and independent living on productive
land where vast expanses of grass would be converted to
fertile farm land was dramatically described by Joseph
Kinsey Howard in his book, Montana High Wide and Handsome. The cowboy artist, Charlie Russell, wrote in 1913
"You wouldn't know the town or country either, it's all
grass side down now." 13 An old Indian, watching a homesteader plowing, commented grass is "wrong side up." 14
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Howard, in his book, went on to describe the
subsequent sequence of heartbreaking crop failures and how
an experiment with letting land lie fallow during the
summer,
with frequent
tillage conserving
moisture,
produced good crops the following year. But this soon
resulted in an even worse problem when winds and drought
produced a disease of the soil, erosion, with precious topsoil
filling the air, blackening the skies and burying fences that
had trapped rolling tumbleweeds. 15
During the drought years A. P. had been experiencing
these things, prompting him to say "only eight inches
separates starvation and plenty." 16 The "eight inches" was
the precious topsoil needed for the land to produce. He had
heard about an experiment in Canada where, instead of
summer fallowing an entire field, the field was divided into
strips with alternate grain and fallow. Where this could be
done by the entire community the disease of blowing soil
could be checked. In 1923 he told his wife, Gladys, that he
would probably be the laughing stock of the community but
he was going to divide his fields into strips. Thereby, he
became one of the pioneers in strip farming in Montana. 17
The practice proved successful and, with subsequent help

,.
7~~

A. P. in his grain field showing strip-cropping and stubble mulch
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from the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, it has
been almost universally adopted in Montana.
Later A. P. introduced another farming practice, replacing deep plowing with stubble mulching whereby stubble
was retained on the surf ace, further preventing blowing of
the soil. This too has become a common practice.
A. P. was a strong conservationist and maintained that
farmers should be stewards of the soil and always leave it in
better condition than they found it. 18
In 1923 came a highlight of A. P.'s life. In 1916 a young
lady by the name of Gladys Odson had moved with her
parents, Sam and Lena Odson, to First Sun River Bench west
of Great Falls from Decorah, Iowa. They bought a farm and
lived for the rest of their lives on the bench. Gladys attended
Normal School in Dillon and 1917 and returned to teach in a
school near her home. 19
In 1918 A. P. and Gladys met at a dance at the local
Grange Hall. For some mysterious reason A . P. often
happened to be driving his car past the school where Gladys
taught at about the time school was being dismissed. It was
natural that a gentleman would offer a lady a ride home.
When he proposed marriage, Gladys chose to pursue her
career in teaching for a while. One time, when she had
returned to Dillon for additional schooling, a huge box of
flowers arrived. (Apparently the nursery had taken
advantage of the conservative A. P. and decided to deplete
the nursery stock.) Gladys did not know what to do with all
the flowers but made bouquets for several of her schoolmates. Meanwhile, beautiful flowers kept coming for special
occasions, and in 1923 Gladys gave up her teaching to accept
A. P.'s proposal of marrige. They went all the way to Wolf
Creek, a distance of fifty miles, for their honeymoon. Up
until this time the Danes had always called A. P., Anders
Peder, but others called him Andy, a named which Gladys
disliked. She started calling him A. P. and so he was known
for the rest of his life. 20
At first they lived on the land which A. P. had purchased, then moved to Ulm, 10 miles west of Great Falls on
the Missouri River. Their first two children were born here:
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Karen in 1924, Viggo in 1926. In 1928, after Gladys' father's
death in January of that year, they moved to the farm of
Gladys' mother, Lena Odson, where they lived for the rest of
their lives. In 1937, Gladys' mother moved into a remodeled
schoolhouse, which had been moved close by, where she
lived for 21 years until her death in 1958. 21

A. P. Andersen home 1949

In the fall of 1928 A. P. returned to Denmark for the
first time, traveling to the east coast in an unheated
Overland car with Gladys and two very young children.
Fred Jensen accompanied the family which was a great help.
A month was spent traveling each way. Two months were
spent touring Denmark and visiting A. P.'s mother, four
brothers, and many relatives and friends. 22 They also took a
trip to Norway to visit Gladys' relatives. In 1931 Marie, the
third child, was born.
The mid-thirties were parched and dry as drought
engulfed the mid-west for several years. In 1937, Chris
Jacobsen, who had an inventor's mind, rigged up an
irrigation pump to pump water from the Missouri River to a
small amount of adjoining land. Irrigating was hard work
but it produced a wonderful crop. In the following year,
1938, there was an excellent crop on all of the land, non-47-

irrigated as well as irrigated. It was the year "next year"
came. 23
Karen wrote in the family's history book that A.P.'s
third aim regarding the Mormons was partially fulfilled
when a number of families from Utah settled to the north of
the Andersens, on the Sun River, but they all seemed to have
only one wife. She adds that after 1945, her parents made
several trips through Salt Lake City and A.P.'s observation
of the marital state of Mormons was that one wife was
enough. 24
A. P. always harbored strong feelings of devotion to
Denmark. His daughter, Marie, stated that the only time she
ever heard her fat her swear was when the Germans invaded
Denmark during World War II. A. P. supported efforts to
alleviate harsh conditions during the occupation and was
later awarded an underground armband by a former
member of the Danish underground, Peter LaCour Madsen.
His support, according to Marie, earned him the distinction

Life-long friends, A. P ., Fredand Chris
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of being placed on the German hit list should be have fallen
into their hands. 25
During the years A. P. participated actively in many
community organizations. While attending an organizational meeting of a Farmers Union local he had occasion to
go home for a coffee pot. When he returned to the meeting
he found that he had been elected president. He served on the
Cascade County Draft Board for ten years, was chairman of
the local school board for a number of years, and was a
member of the Soil Conservation Board of Cascade County
for many years.
Not only was A. P. a strong advocate of soil conservation and better farming practices, but he was also very
much involved in getting better return for grain at the
marketplace. He was a director of the Equity grain elevator
at Ulm and at one time helped negotiate financial assistance
for the ailing elevator to prevent its failure. In recognition
for his contribution he received a 25 year service citation. He
also became active with the Grain Terminal Association with
headquarters in St. Paul, Minnesota and attended several of
its annual conventions. 26
Gladys, too, was active in the community helping
teachers, playing for singing at the school Christmas
programs and in the Methodist Church in Great Falls where
she was a member. Her children all participated actively in
music while in high school. 27
In 1949 A. P. received a call from former Danish
Consul, C. H. W. Hasselriis, who headed the Danish Information Service. He had three Danish agricultural/trainees
that he needed to place in Montana homes. Could A. P.
help? They were placed, one of them on A. P.'s farm. That
was the beginning of a service, by A. P ., to agricultural
trainees that was to expand and continue for the rest of his
life.
A. P. was an historian, farmer, and humanitarian interested in helping people. Although he considered himself first
and foremost
an American
citizen after becoming
naturalized, he wanted to perpetuate and maintain strong
ties with his Danish heritage.
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These factors no doubt provided the motivation to
assist in bringing many young Danes to America to gain
experience and training on American farms. Many of them
worked on his farm. A. P. viewed the program as a means
for young Danes to learn how Americans really are in their
everyday lives and to gain an acquaintance with American
machinery and farming practices.
The first three trainees were forerunners of a host of
trainees that followed, first from Denmark, then all the
Scandinavian countries, then from other countries of the
world including Brazil and Russia. The program was
expanded to include placement of Americans in foreign
countries. Marie, who herself has been involved as a
secretary in this country for the International Agricultural
Exchange Association, with headquarters in Denmark,
stated that students come to America to learn about
American agriculture and gain knowledge of the language,
and return to their respective countries as ambassadors of
goodwill. She described her mother, Gladys, as a mother to
the trainees on the Andersen ranch. Gladys also had high
standards of work for them and frequently they were seen
donning aprons to wash dishes after meals. It was not
unusual for 30 to 50 trainees to gather on a Sunday at the
Andersen ranch from a radius of 60 miles.
As leaders in this program the Andersens worked with
many organizations in placing trainees, some of which
include the International Agricultural Exchange Association ,
the American Scandinavian Foundation, Future Farmers of
America, 4-H, and Farmers Union. 28
A. P. had very little formal education, but he was determined that his children should have a good formal education. Combined with this objective was the determination
that they should have exposure to the Danish culture and
heritage of which he was a product. To a great extent he
succeeded in both. "Education takes up no room in a
suitcase," he once said. 29
Karen was sent to St. Olaf because of the Scandinavian
background of the college. She later attended and graduated
from the University of Washington with a degree in
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Sociology. While there she met, and in 1947 married, Dick
Mullineaux. Karen and Dick have been active in a number of
programs involving foreign students, thus carrying on the
Andersen tradition.
Viggo chose to attend Montana State University at
Bozeman in search of a degree in agriculture. Instead he
ended up with a degree in electrical engineering in 1951. 30
However he returned to the Andersen ranch during summers
to help his father with the farming.
A. P. had learned about the Danish Junior College,
Grand View, in Des Moines, Iowa, and sensing that this
college would meet his goal of instilling Danish heritage he
sent his daughter, Marie, there for the two years 1951-53. To
build on this foundation he sent her to Denmark to attend a
Danish H0jskole (Folk School), Idrretsh0jskole, in S0nderborg on a small island off the coast of Jylland. At the same
time Viggo, following his University training, went to Askov
H0jskole. These schools are attended mostly in the winter
months. The Danish folk high school concept was originated
by the well known Danish Bishop, N.F.S. Grundtvig. By
attending separate schools, A. P. felt that both children
would gain a broader exposure to Danish culture. 31
After returning from Denmark, Marie went to Montana
State University where she graduated in 1956 with a degree
in Home Economics. After graduation she married Einar
Hovland, a building contractor in Great Falls.
In 1954, while Viggo and Marie were still in Denmark,
A. P. and Gladys came over in April and the four of them
toured Denmark. A. P., with his interest in history and
knowledge of Denmark, was able to make history come to
life as he carried out the role of a knowledgeable guide. The
tour continued for four months taking in other Scandinavian
countries, including Norway. On Fathers' Day, June 20, they
heard about the June 8 announcement by the Danish news
media that A. P. was to be awarded a medal by the Danish
King Frederik IX. 32 The following account of the award was
published in the Great Falls Tribune for July 23, 1954.
"The medal presented to Andersen is the Ridderkors,
or Knight's Cross, an order established in 1219 which
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was later revived and revised. Before abolishment of the
custom it conferred knighthood upon the recipient.
"The presentation was made by Sigurd Christensen,
assistant secretary in the office of the foreign minister,
at Christianborg Castle. Andersen later was granted an
audience with the King to extend his appreciation for
the honor.
"The medal was presented to the Montanan for his
his part in furthering understanding between Denmark
and the United States, particularly through the agriculture trainee program, where young men with rural
background are placed on American farms to learn our
methods and to become acquainted with the American
way of life. The award also was for encouragement Andersen had given to the growth of Danish-American
culture and to the Danish resistance movement during
World War II."

Andersen with the Knights Cross-1954
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Newspapers carrying news of the award included
Berlingske Tidende
Aftenavis,
Berlingske Tidende
Morgenavis, Denmark's Dannevirke, Danske Pioneer, and
the Great Falls Tribune, all in July following the presentation.
There was a requirement that the medal, which was
comparable to the earlier practice of granting knighthood, be
returned to the foreign minister upon death of the recipient.
However, the family could retain a miniature replica. 33
The Tribune article continues: "More than SO exchange trainees have been guests at the Andersen ranch
since the close of the war.
"A telegram also was sent to Mrs. Andersen's mother,
Mrs. Lena Odson, who makes her home at the Andersen
ranch, and their elder daughter, Mrs. R. D. Mullineaux
of Oakland, California, who is staying here with her 18month-old son, during her parents' absence.
"The Andersens have been interviewed frequently
during their visit in Denmark, particularly by persons
interested in soil conservation, and one article with a
picture of the family appeared in the Copenhagen Berlingske Tidende, oldest paper still in existence in Denmark.
"During their visit in Denmark, the Andersens also
were honored at a dinner following a Fourth of July
celebration in Rebild National Park, where more than
40,000 Danes and Americans gathered. Following the
celebration, about SO persons, · including many former
trainees and their families, met at a nearby Inn and presented the Andersens with a silver pitcher and silver
platter engraved with the names of many who had been
guests at the Andersen home."
No better words can express the esteem in which A. P.
and Gladys were held than the tribute paid to them by
grateful trainees at the party following the Rebild National
Park 4th of July celebration.
Tribute
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Andersen,
As we present you with this gift we hope with our
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limited ability to say thanks for all the hospitality and
help you have extended to us young Danes in a foreign
country. It is unlikely that we will ever be able to repay
our debt to you - but we give our promise that we, to
the best of our ability, will strive to follow the good example that you gave us in your home in Montana.
If each of us would contribute as much in behalf of
mankind as you with your family and home have contributed - yes, then would so much in this world be
different. You two have chosen to travel the way of
helpfulness - to show kindness to others without expecting anything in return.
Even though helpfulness, friendliness, and kindness
are not always rewarded - or even understood - we,
as we present this gift to you, bear witness today and in
the future that you in your everyday endeavors have
attained more than most.
Congratulations, A. P. Andersen, for the Ridderkors
you have been given to wear. Few have deserved
honor as much as you. From the bottom of our hearts
we thank you for all you have done for the old fatherland. A giant you have been in all your endeavors. Faith
in your goals. Strong and manly in performance. As
long as Denmark produces sons like you, so long will
the Kingdom survive and its name be honored in all the
world. 34
A. P. became a good friend of August Bang, editor of
"Dannevirke" a Danish periodical which was a regular
visitor in thousands of Danish immigrant homes for many
years. Bang was its editor from 1939 to its discontinuance in
1950. The two shared fellowship in each others' homes 35 ,
and Bang was asked to compose a song which was sung at
the trainees' party for A. P. and Gladys at the trainees
party. 36
Come let us sing for A. P. and Gladys,
Welcome all to Denmark's Rebild Fest.
Gathered round are a vast Multitude
Of those who enjoyed hospitality as guest.
To Montana we ventured,
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To be met as we gathered.
By old Glory and our old Danish banner.
Denmark's best in your home you've preserved.
All the beauty and glory that is Denmark
Our time was well protected and guided
Toward goals to which we might embark.
We learned much in new roles,
As we realized our goals,
For you cherished what we also held dear.
In your home on Montana's wide spaces
We found comfort, concern, wise and good.
Lovely summer nights ne'er to be forgotten
With the heavenly stars o'er your home.
Through long evenings there rang,
With the music as we sang,
'Till we seemed to be back in Old Denmark.
Thanks for all that you have represented
Thanks for welcome, helpfulness, advice
That your home in Montana has extended
As you led us on toward success.
Our homesickness you have eased.
Your kind help ne'er has ceased.
You have honored dear old Denmark's memory.
A thanks from all is extended.
You have aided each honorable goal.
You have helped us to bear disappointment,
When adversity made days seem so long.
With your hands gentle touch,
You have fed the Spirit such,
That love formed the leaven of life.
You can wear the Knight's Cross with honor,
A. P. Andersen - It is for us a joy!
Far from home you've held high Denmark's banner,
All its beauty and heritage enjoy.
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Thanks to you and your wife,
For your fruitful life,
For the spirit which always bids you Give.
Pastor Ove Nielsen, Assistant to the Executive Secretary
for Lutheran World Relief, was responsible for collecting
huge amounts of wheat and money for the needy in foreign
countries. A. P. contributed generously to both and a strong
friendship grew between the two.
The lifework of A. P. came to a close in 1960 when he
experienced a stroke and died a short time later. Pastor
Nielsen delivered the committal sermon at the funeral
service. (Chris Johansen, also a very good friend of the
Andersen family was asked to provide vocal solo music at
the funeral service and again at the funeral service for Gladys
who had continued active and lived until 1983.) 37
In years following the death of A. P., his son, Viggo,
and son-in-law, Einar, together with their wives, Joyce and
Marie, have continued to follow in his footsteps to
consolidate and expand land holdings of the ranch corporation, and to practice soil conservation.
Some of the land is farmed by the third generation, and
with six grandchildren and three great grandchildren, Marie
envisages it will continue to be farmed at least by the fifth
generation. 38
Emphasis has been placed in this account on A. P. 's
strong ties with Denmark and his efforts to perpetuate the
heritage and culture in his children. The story of his life
indicates that he did not exclude people from other Scandinavian countries from his concern. On the contrary he
embraced them. At one time he served as president of the
local Sons of Norway Lodge. 39 His wife, Gladys, came from
Norwegian ancestry. 40 His son-in-law, Einar Hovland, who
married his daughter, Marie, on the 50th anniversary of
A.P.'s arrival in America, came to the Great Falls area as a
Norwegian immigrant at the age of nineteen. He was readily
accepted into the Andersen-Hovland Ranch Corporation. 41
When Viggo was discussing how his fat her and two
friends were drawing straws when important decisions were
to be made, it prompted this remark from Einar, "Viggo,
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how come we never had to draw straws when there were
decisions to be made?"
One of A. P .'s greatest pleasures was to go into the
Montana Rockies for summer family picnics and fall hunting
trips. A. P. and close friends, Hugh Hastings, Del Hastings,
and C.A.S. Bang were ardent hunters. They had developed
another ritual which they practiced when hunting season
opened in the fall. They would go to one another's home
about a week before the hunt was planned, knock on the
door, and ask the wife for permission for the husband to go
hunting. When A. P. had his audience with the King of
Denmark on July 5, he invited the King, who himself liked to
hunt, to come to Montana during hunting season. 42 The
King regretfully declined, and it has not been reported if the
Queen had been asked for permission.
A. P. and Gladys, each contributing in his or her own
way, left a legacy in the history of Montana and in the hearts
of many people they touched in their lifetime. Marie and
Viggo and Gladys described A. P. as an influential,
practical, yet gentle type with a fondness for history and a
love of the land. They described their mother, Gladys, as
being supportive of A. P. and adding to the cultural side
which included literature, music, and art. She encouraged
trainees to assume responsibility and to make the most out of
their American stay. The lives of many American young
people were also touched by Gladys and A. P. through their
interest and caring example. Their home was always open to
any who wished to come.
They left a legacy to Denmark by improving the quality
of life for the many Danes they helped while in America and
with the ideas and good will the Danes took back to their
homeland.
They left a legacy to agriculture through constant search
for better ways of farming, for better ways to conserve the
soil, and for new ways to increase food production.
They left a legacy to their children in the example they
set and the opportunities they provided. Marie expressed it
this way, "My father was highly respected by all, including
his children, and when he talked people listened."
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The Jens Nyholm Papers
by WILLIAMK. BEATTY*
The Chicago area has benefited from the careers of two
Danes who had the same first name but completely different
occupations: the one indoors and the other out. Both men
were alike in having achieved national reputations in their
chosen fields. Jens Nyholm served for 24 years as a university librarian; Jens Jensen devoted many years to working
with nature in the designing of private and public landscapes
in the Midwest. Northwestern University has enjoyed, and
still enjoys, the fruits of the labors of both these men for it
was at this institution that Nyholm devoted over two
decades of his career as a librarian, and it was at Northwestern that Jensen designed the first Shakespeare Garden in
the United States. The University Library is today nationally
recognized, and the Garden - designed in the English style
and with plants mentioned in Shakespeare's works - is
visited annually by many residents of the area and by
visitors from elsewhere in the country and the world.
The papers of Jens Nyholm have recently been
processed and are available for study at the Northwestern
University Archives. Since Nyholm began his career in Denmark, and since a substantial portion of these papers is in
Danish, the availability of this collection may be of interest
to a number of the readers of The Bridge. The description
and inventory of these papers follows.
Biography
Jens Peter Nyholm was born in Hj0rring, Denmark, on
July 24, 1900. He attended the University of Copenhagen
from 1919 to 1921, taking the degree of Cand. Phil., and in
* Archival Associate , Northwestern University, Evanston , Illlinois .
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1923 received a certificate from the Danish State Library
School.
After working from 1923 to 1927 as an assistant
librarian in the Central Library at Aalborg, Denmark,
Nyholm came to the United States late in 1927. Shortly after
his arrival he entered Columbia University's School of
Library Service, earning a B.S. degree in 1928. Primarily
because of his ability with languages Nyholm obtained a
position as cataloger at the Library of Congress soon after
receiving his degree.
Nyholm entered the graduate program in English at
George Washington University where he took an M.A. in
1934. Choosing the little-known southern writer, Irwin
Russell, as the subject of his thesis, Nyholm showed that
Russell was the first American author to use Black dialect in
a realistic manner.
In 1937, Nyholm became an American citizen. The
following year he was appointed head cataloger at the
Library of the University of California, Los Angeles. In 1939
he accepted a position as assistant librarian at the University
of California at Berkeley. Here over the next five years he
worked to streamline procedures in the technical services
departments.
In 1938-1939 Nyholm participated in the American
Library Association Cataloging Section's efforts to identify
the major problems in cataloging and classification then
facing academic library catalogers. In 1940 he was named as
a member of the original Committee on Intellectual Freedom
to Safeguard the Rights of Library Users to Freedom of
Inquiry. Nyholm also was active in. the Rare Book and
University Libraries Sections of the Association of College
and Research Libraries.
In 1944 Northwestern appointed Nyholm its university
librarian, a position he retained until his retirement in 1968.
In addition to his duties as university librarian Nyholm
continued writing in both Danish and English. In 1953 a
Danish publisher issued Portal til Amerika, a small collection of Nyholm' s poems in Danish, dealing primarily with
places and attitudes in the United States. With the 1968
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publication of his book, Amerikanske Stemmer, Nyholm
completed a project of thirty years duration, translating into
Danish a collection of poems by several outstanding
American poets including Ezra Pound, E. E. Cummings, and
Muriel Rukeyser.
After his retirement from Northwestern Nyholm moved
to Santa Barbara, California, where he served as a
consultant in collection development to the University of
California at Santa Barbara Library.
Nyholm married Amy F. Wood in 1941. The couple had
no children. Mrs. Nyholm died in 1978. Nyholm died in
Santa Barbara on January 27, 1983.
Description of the Collection
The Jens Nyholm Papers fill eighteen boxes and are
arranged in six subseries: biographical materials, education
files, correspondence,
professional
organization
files,
research and consulting files, and publications. These papers
comprise Nyholm's personal files; the records documenting
his service as university librarian at Northwestern may be
found in University Archives' Series 9 / 4, Records of the
University Librarian. Approximately
a quarter of the
material in the Nyholm Papers is in Danish.
The biographical materials include curricula vitae,
biographical entries from reference works, a long biographical article from the Winnetka Talk (Nov. 28, 1963), and
Nyholm's U.S. Certificate of Citizenship (Dec. 8, 1937). Also
included are numerous small notebooks in which Nyholm
irregularly recorded his expenses as well as occasional
personal and professional activities. A substantial folder of
testimony, correspondence, and insurance records pertains
to an accident suffered by Nyholm and his wife, Amy, on
Sept. 27, 1973. Additional material relating to this incident
may be found in Box 18, Folder 1.
Also found among the biographical materials are
financial records relating to Nyholm' s stock investments and
to his accounts in Danish and American banks. Two folders
include records and correspondence pertaining to Nyholm' s
two ventures into the bookselling business.
Finally, there are five folders of material by or about
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Jens' wife, Amy, and fourteen folders of biographical and
genealogical material relating to the Nyholm family. Filed
here are several published books on the family, a lengthy
manuscript of a genealogical work, and a diary kept between
1855 and 1897 by Edvard Ludvig Bartsch, Nyholm' s
maternal grandfather. The "family newspapers" (Box 5,
Folder 6) are handwritten documents, sometimes edited or
with articles written by Jens as a youth .
The education files include some of Nyholm' s student
papers. Two folders contain correspondence, notes, and
drafts of his M.A. thesis. A bound volume of the thesis is
included in the University Archives' collection of books
authored by Northwestern University faculty.
The general correspondence, arranged chronologically
by date, includes letters to and from Nyholm written in both
English and Danish. Many, especially in the years before
1940, are between Nyholm and his close friends, including
the Swedish librarian and journalist, Barbro Hallendorf, to
whom Nyholm was engaged in the early 1930s. Many letters
are between Nyholm and members of his family. Some of the
early letters relate to Nyholm's work in various libraries and
to his attempts to obtain employment both in and out of the
library field.
Arranged at the end of the general correspondence are a
few folders of subject correspondence between Nyholm and
J. Christian Bay, librarian of the John Crerar Library;
between Nyholm and his brother, Axel; and correspondence
relating to the Library of Congress as well as the universities
of California at Berkeley, Los Angeles, and Santa Barbara.
The
professional
organizations
files
include
correspondence, reports, and a fee publications relating to
organizations with which Nyholm was associated.
The major item in the research and consulting files is the
folder pertaining to Nyholm's consulting on the development
of a collection management policy for the University of
Pittsburgh. The folder includes Nyholm's correspondence
and notes made while surveying the library and the university's teaching programs. Not included is a draft or final
copy of Nyholm's report.
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The publication files comprise approximately one
quarter of the papers. This large amount of manuscript,
typed and printed material, much of it in Danish, has been
divided into sections for prose and for poetry.
Nyholm wrote for newspapers, magazines, and professional journals. Where possible reprints have been filed with
the related manuscripts. Nyholm wrote a few articles for
Danish newspapers on Franklin D. Roosevelt and the 1936
American presidential election as well as other contemporary events. Most of his articles on library matters,
including several about Danish libraries and librarians
during World War II, are in English. Nyholm's numerous
book reviews pertain mainly to Danish historical or bibliographic works while reviews of Nyholm's own work concern
his Danish poetry. A few plays are fragments from Nyholm's
years in secondary school.
Up to his late 30s Nyholm expressed himself frequently
in poetry. Manuscripts, mostly in Danish, exist on a wide
variety of topics and, occasionally, in several revisions. His
major translations of works from Danish into English
include several poems by Klaus Rifbjerg.
The major items in the poetry section of the publication
files relate to his books, Portal til Amerika and Amerikanske
Stemmer.
The final box of the series, legal size, includes various
oversized materials drawn from several subseries. Records
pertaining to the Nyholm' s accident, to the purchase and sale
of their houses, and a scrapbook of Nyholm's newspaper
articles and poems may be found here.
Provenance: Donated to the Northwestern
University
Archives by Mr. Nyholm' s sister-in-law (Accession #83-81).
Restrictions: None.
Processor: William K. Beatty; August-October, 1984.
Separations:
Several linear inches of photographs have been removed
to the University Archives' photograph collection.
Nyholm's diploma for his B.S. from Columbia; matriculation certificate for the University of Copenhagen; and a
tabular sheet of information on national and trade biblio-64-

graphies, probably done for a course at Columbia's School
of Library Service, have been separated to an oversize
storage folder.
Four and one-half boxes of records relating to Nyholm' s
service as University Librarian at Northwestern have been
separated to University Archives' Series 9 / 4. A substantial
amount of material not pertaining directly to Nyholm was
transferred to the Northwestern University Library Special
Collections Department. Pertinent duplicates of material in
the Nyholm Papers were donated to the Danish-American
Heritage Association Archives at Grand View College in Des
Moines, Iowa.
Index to Prominent Correspondents
Location
Name
Da~
Box 15, Folder 13
Aiken, Conrad
Aug. 30, 1959
Box 9, Folder 3
Daley, Richard J.
Oct. 25, 1960
Box 9, Folder 4
Hemingway, Mary
Mar. 17, 1963
Jeffers, Donnan
June 20, 1967
Box 16, Folder 1
Box 15, Folder 13
Kreymborg, Alfred
Sept . 9, 1959
Box 15, Folder 13
Levertov, Denise
Sept. 8, 1960
Levertov, Denise
Sept. 22, 1960
Box 15, Folder 13
Levertov, Denise
Oct. 4, 1960 (?)
Box 16, Folder 1
Box 16, Folder 1
Levertov, Denise
June 27, 1967
Box 15, Folder 13
Lindsay, Nicholas C.
Aug. 23, 1960
Masters, Mrs. Edgar Lee
Sept. 5, 1960
Box 15, Folder 13
Box 16, Folder 1
Rachewiltz, Mary D.
Sept. 12, 1967
Box 16, Folder 1
Roethke, Theodore
Aug . 2, 1961
Box 15, Folder 13
Rukeyser, Muriel
Aug. 30, 1960
Box 9, Folder 3
Sandburg, Carl
Christmas, 1952
Shapiro, Karl
Sept. 1, 1959
Box 15, Folder 13
Box 9, Folder 4
Wallace, Irving
Aug. 12, 1964
Biographical Materials
Box 1 - Folder 1 - Personal Data 1926-1983; Folder 2 - Bibliographies
1928-1969; Folder 3 - Clippings and News Releases 1922-1980; Folder 4 Obituaries 1983; Folder 5 - Documents and Certificates 1901-1971;
Folder 6 - Programs and Directories 1927-1981; Folder 7 - Journals and
Diaries 1913-1919; Folder 8 - Journals and Diaries 1920-1929.
Box 2 - Folder 1 - Journals and Diaries 1931-1980; Folder 2 Journals and Diaries n.d.; Folder 3 - Health Records 1970-1980; Folder 4 Social Security and Medicare 1955-1980; Folder 5 - Teachers insurance
and Annuity Association of America 1953-1976; Folder 6 - Accident
(September 27, 1973) and Lawsuit, 11973-1975.
Box 3 - Folder 1 - Accident (September 27, 1973) and Lawsuit , 2
1973-1976; Folder 2 - Houses 1943-1969; Folder 3 - Expenses 1921-1978 ;
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Folder 4 - Financial Records, 11930-1982; Folder 5 - Financial Records, 2
1972-1982; Folder 6 - Financial Records, 31958-1981.
Box 4 - Folder 1 - Financial Records, 4 1927-1982; Folder 2 Banash, Bookseller, Chicago 1963-1975; Folder 3 - Nyholm Antiquarian
Books, Santa Barbara 1970-1980; Folder 4 - Nyholm, Amy Wood-Bibliography 1936-1942, 1970-1971; Folder 5 - Nyholm, Amy Wood-Correspondence 1927-1978; Folder 6 - Nyholm, Amy Wood-Manuscripts
1928-1945; Folder 7 - Nyholm, Amy Wood-Obituaries 1978; Folder 8 Nyholm, Amy Wood-Scholarship and Book Fund 1978-1979; Folder 9 Nyholm, Johannes and Ellen (parents) 1917-1938; Folder 10 - Nyholm,
Anna (sister) 1937, 1979; Folder 11 - Nyholm, Johannes (brother) 1977;
Folder U - Nyholm, Marie (sister) 1960; Folder 13 - Nyholm, Paul
(brother) and Ingfrid 1964-1977; Folder 14 - Nyholm, Birte (niece) 1974;
Folder 15 - Family, Miscellaneous 1915-1976; Folder 16 - Family,
Genealogical Notes and Publications, 1 n.d.
Box 5 - Folder 1 - Family, Genealogical Notes and Publications, 2
n.d.; Folder 2 - Family, Genealogical Notes and Publications, 3 18551894; Folder 3 - Family, Genealogical Notes and Publications, 4 1897;
Folder 4 - Family, Genealogical Notes and Publications, 5 1905, 1933;
Folder 5 - Family, Genealogical Notes and Publications, 6 1962; Folder 6
- Family Newspapers 1913-1915; Folder 7 - Family Photographs, Photocopies of 1913-1915.
Education Materials
Folder 8- Ostersogades Gymnasium, Grade books 1912-1917
Box 6 - Folder 1 - Ostersogades Gymnasium, Notes 1 1914-1919;
Folder 2 - Ostersogades Gymnasium, Notes 2 1914-1919; Folder 3 University of Copenhagen 1919-1921; Folder 4 - Danish State Library
School 1922-1923; Folder 5 - Columbia University School of Library
Service 1927-1928; Folder 6 - George Washington University, M.A.
1930-1934; Folder 7 - George Washington University, M.A. Thesis, Irwin
Russell, Notes and Fragments 1930-1934; Folder 8 - George Washington
University, M.A. Thesis, Draft 1930-1934.
Correspondence, General
Box 7 - Folder 1 - General Correspondence 1885-1919; Folder 2 General Correspondence 1920-1922; Folder 3 - General Correspondence
1923; Folder 4 - General Correspondence 1924; Folder 5 - General
Correspondence 1925; Folder 6 - General Correspondence 1926; Folder 7
- General Correspondence 1927; Folder 8 - General Correspondence
1928; Folder 9 - General Correspondence 1929; Folder 10 - General
Correspondence 1930; Folder 11- General Correspondence 1931.
Box 8 - Folder 1 - General Correspondence 1932; Folder 2 - General
Correspondence 1933; Folder 3 - General Correspondence 1934; Folder 4
-General Correspondence 1935; Folder 5 - General Correspondence 1936;
Folder 6 - General Correspondence 1937; Folder 7 - General Correspondence 1938; Folder 8 - General Correspondence 1939; Folder 9 - General
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Correspondence 1940; Folder 10 - General Correspondence 1941; Folder
11- General Correspondence 1942.
Box 9 - Folder 1- General Correspondence 1943; Folder 2 - General
Correspondence 1944; Folder 3 - General Correspondence 1945-1962;
Folder 4 - General Correspondence 1963-1966; Folder 5 - General
Correspondence 1967; Folder 6 - General Correspondence 1968; Folder 7
- General Correspondence 1969; Folder 8 - General Correspondence
1970; Folder 9 - General Correspondence 1971; Folder 10 - General
Correspondence 1972; Folder 11 - General Correspondence 1973; Folder
12 - General Correspondence 1974; Folder 13 - General Correspondence
1975; Folder 14 - General Correspondence 1976; Folder 15 - General ,
Correspondence 1977; Folder 16 - General Correspondence 1978.
Box 10 - Folder 1 - General Correspondence 1979; Folder 2 General Correspondence 1980-1983; Folder 3 - General Correspondence
n .d .; Folder 4 - General Correspondence n.d.; Folder 5 - General
Correspondence n.d .; Folder 6 - General Correspondence n.d.; Folder 7 Bay, J. Christian 1962-1978.
Box 11 - Folder 1 - Icelandic Collection 1969-1972; Folder 2 Library of Congress 1946-1947, 1972; Folder 3 - Nyholm, Axel 19331982; Folder 4 - Nyholm, Axel n.d.; Folder 5 - Nyholm, Axel n.d.; Folder
6 - Nyholm, Johannes 1915-1977; Folder 7 - University of California,
Berkeley, 11939-1944.
Box 12 - Folder 1- University of California, Berkeley, 2 1939-1944;
Folder 2 - University of California , Los Angeles 1938-1939; Folder 3 University of California, Santa Barbara 1968-1971; Folder 4 - University
of California, Santa Barbara 1972-1972; Folder 5 - University of California, Santa Barbara 1975-1980; Folder 6 - University of California, Santa
Barbara n.d.; Folder 7 - University of California, Santa Barbara n.d.;
Folder 8 - Wulff, Johannes 1963-1980.
Professional Organizations
Folder 9, American Library Association, Catalog Section, 11938-1939.
Box 13 - Folder 1 - American Library Association, Catalog Section,
2 1938-1939; Folder 2 - American Library Association, Community on
Intellectual Freedom 1940-1941; Folder 3 - Association of College and
Research Libraries, Rare Books Section 1968; Folder 4 - Association of
College and Research Libraries, University Libraries Section 1938; Folder
5 - Bay District Library Discussion Group 1940-1942; Folder 6 - Miscellaneous n.d.
Research and Consulting Files
Folder 7 - Appraisal 1969; Folder 8 - Notes-Bibliographic and Reading
n.d.; Folder 9 - University of Pittsburgh 1968.
Publications: Prose
Folder 10 - "Brev Fra Amerika" n.d.; Folder 11 - "Danish Libraries
During the War " n.d .; Folder 12 - Funk and Wagnalls Yearbook 19481974; Folder 13 - Graham-Paige n.d.; Folder 14· - "National Union
Catalog" n.d .; Folder 15 - "Portrait of a Progressive Librarian" n.d.;
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Folder 16 - "The Saturday Club" n.d.; Folder 17 - "Some Aspects of
Artistic Book Illustration" n.d.; Folder 18 - Standard Reference Library
Encyclopedia Yearbook 1961-1969; Folder 19 - Stumvoll Festskift 19671970.
Box 14 - Folder 1 - Miscellaneous-Library n.d.; Folder 2 - Miscellaneous-Literary n.d.; Folder 3 - Newspaper Articles 1936; Folder 4 Miscellaneous Fragments and Notes n.d.; Folder 5 - Drawings n.d.;
Folder 6 - Bibliographies-Evanston Public Library n.d.; Folder 7 Kierkegaard, 1 n.d.; Folder 8 - Kierkegaard, 2 n.d.; Folder 9 Scandinavian Studies 1947, 1977; Folder 10 - Translations n.d.; Folder 11
- Miscellaneous n.d.; Folder 12 - Book Reviews 1934-1975.
Box 15 - Folder 1 - Reviews of Books by 1953, 1968; Folder 2 Plays ca. 1914; Folder 3 - Reprints 1916-1936; Folder 4 - Reprints 19371947; Folder 5 - Reprints 1948-1961; Folder 6 - Reprints 1962-1978; Folder
7 - Reprints n.d.
Publications: Poetry
Folder 8 -Portal Til Amerika 1951-1962; Folder 9 - Amerikanske
Stemmer, Drafts, 1 n.d.; Folder 10 - Amerikanske Stemmer, Drafts, 2
n.d.; Folder 11 - Amerikanske Stemmer, Proof 1967; Folder 12 Amerikanske Stemmer, Correspondence
1960-1969; Folder 13 Amerikanske Stemmer, Correspondence, Permissions, 11937-1960.
Box 16 - Folder 1 - Amerikanske Stemmer, Correspondence, Permissions, 2 1961-1967; Folder 2 - Poems, Danish, Manuscripts 19091916; Folder 3 - Poems, Danish, Manuscripts 1917-1919; Folder 4 Poems, Danish, Manuscripts 1920-1929; Folder 5 - Poems, Danish,
Manuscripts 1930-1978; Folder 6 - Poems, Danish, Manuscripts n.d .
Box 17 - Folder 1 - Poems, Danish, Manuscripts n.d.; Folder 2 Poems, Danish, Manuscripts n.d.; Folder 3 - Poems, Danish, Manuscripts n.d.; Folder 4 - Poems Translated from Danish n.d.; Folder 5 Poems, in English n.d.; Folder 6 - Poems, by Rifbjerg, Translated into
English 1971; Folder 7 - Poems, by E. Nyholm (7) and Soren B. Nyholm
1912-1971.
Box 18 - Folder 1 - Biographical-Accident 1973-1975; Folder 2 Biographical-Houses 1941-1969; Folder 3 - Biographical-Banash, Stanley
1972; Folder 4 - Biographical-Family 1948-1947; Folder 5 - EducationCorrespondence,
Papers,
Certificates
1916-1923; Folder 6
Correspondence 1926-1981; Folder 7 - Professional Organizations 1940;
Folder 8 - Publications-Scrapbook 1923-1972; Folder 9 - PublicationsArticles 1926-1949; Folder 10 - Publications-Poems 1927-1971; Folder 11
- Publications-Illustrations n.d.; Folder 12 - Miscellaneous 1922-1968.
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The Plow, The Cow and the Pastor
by KARL MARG
"No other wrong have I done
than that my silk sleeves
I sewed on a Sunday."
- Queen Dagmar, 13th century.

That was not so bad, and then, Dagmar was even a
queen. I have done that which is worse. I once stole, on a late
winter night in Chicago, a pioneer cow with all accessories
from Christian Bay. Then I sold the stolen goods to a
newspaper in Denmark and got c. 60 kroner out of it. How
my conscience has fared since then I will not here relate. I am
a Danish Lutheran and I do not confess in a catholic
confession booth, and much less would I confess in the
modern protestant manner, publicly to Mrs. Somebody in
the newspaper column. Let me just say that I am very glad
now, close to Christmas, to deliver the cow back to the
country where she belongs.
The cow's name was Dorthe and she was a Danish pioneer
cow at Stony Flats, Wisconsin. And Dorthe was not just an
ordinary cow. She had a pedigree as long as the present
descendants of the Mayflower Pilgrims. Yes, I almost said,
as long as the old-fashioned Grundtvigians, but I don't
suppose I dare say that, because I know of an old folk school
teacher who every day at the dinner table found some
occasion to trace his ancestry back to Regnar Lodbrog.
But as far as Dorthe was concerned, it is supposed to be
historically certain that her maternal ancestor - and
paternal for that matter also, but then he practiced
polygamy - came to America in the spring of 1630, and
thus was the first, shall we say - noble cow which put a
hoof on the North American continent. Dorthe' s parents
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were on a ship in the flotilla which followed Captain Walter
Neal when he came here to govern Mason's Province, "the
land between Merrimach and Piscataqua, from the shore and
way back, the tract now called New Hampshire."
As in all emigrant ships, Dorthe' s ancestors were in
colorful company.
The animals were placed among
unnumerable items, cannons and powder boxes, farm implements, housebuilding tools, boxes with clothing and folds
with English pigs. It is mentioned with pride in the ship's
papers about Dorthe' s ancestors, that they "were brought to
England as Danish cattle of high breed."
Now that I am returning Dorthe I can imagine that the
descendants of the Danish pioneers at Stony Flats will invite
Christian Bay to come up in the spring of 1930 to celebrate
the 300th anniversary of the first tame and purebred cows'
arrival in America. "Pioneren,"
"Luthersk Ugeblad,"
"Dannevirke" and several other Danish American papers
will send reporters up there, and they will emphasize in large
type, that it was due to a Danish cow that the Mayflower
people's children got milk in their bowls.
The rest of us mortals ought to take up a collection for a
monument for Wisconsin Dorthe, because she enabled an
entire Danish colony in America to pull through before she
was - eaten.
Dorthe appears as an outstanding member in the history
of cows. In her owners mind she was the centerpoint which
gradually stands in sharp outline, because she became the
figure which saved the home from destruction. It was in the
second year of the colony. Many trees had been felled,
stumps and stones had been cleared away, and the stretches
of open land became too much for one man with one spade
to manage. It is not hard to understand that at all the
birthday parties between Epiphany and Fastelavn (Lent) the
conversation of the men turned more and more to plows.
That is not so much to talk about nowadays at a party. Now
we have automobiles and tractors with complicated names
for their innards, and above them is the sky populated by
film stars, so that both the younger and older members of the
communi-ty can make a person look thickheaded and
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ignorant, when the conversation at parties shifts from spark
plugs to movies.
But in the pioneer days there was a feeling in the farmers
voice when he, on Sunday after the worship service, took his
guest out to the first furrows he had made in the clearing in
the woods. He stood like a statue which had risen from the
earth. He placed his thumbs in his suspenders and said with
pride of ownership: That is my plow!
Well, that expression, the man and his plow, is a
headline which covers a very long and rich chapter in the
cultural history of humanity. Now the plow runs behind a
tractor, and the farmer looks back every now and then to see
that it is following. Today it is only artists who are interested
in the plow, the man and the team. However, many great
and deep thoughts have been pondered behind the old plow.
By the time just as much has been thought on a tractor the
world will be old.
At Stony Flats they had reached that stage in development when the lack of plows was felt. Even worse, this lack
of plows added further tension in the continual lack of
money of the pioneers. A colony without plows has no real
future, and a colony without 1noney can experience sleepless
nights, and that is not good.
It was then that Dorthe's owner got the idea that banks
cannot succeed and thrive except by the grace of poor
people. They exist for the purpose of lending money to
people who have none.
While yet a fine layer of late snow lay in the woods, Jens
Christensen walked the many miles in to town to find out
about borrowing money in America.
It was apparently not so easy. There is money in
America all right, but it is supposed to be loaned for a
generous return, because money cannot, so to speak,
multiply by breeding in a natural manner. When one
inquired with the merchants in town about the matter of
borrowing money, they became strangely serious. There was
talk of security and such.
The Dane had the feeling he was being cross-examined.
He had stepped out of the front door at home with the
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expression of an old country SOGNEFOGED. His wife, with
the two children by her skirt, had looked at him as if he were
a hero. Yes, that Jens Christensen could figure and plan. A
land like America really ought to have Jens Christensen in its
highest senate!
But as he approached the town, the feeling of being a
Sognefoged left him, and when he stood in front of the bank
president, there was no more of the hero in him.
But at least he did get the word spoken.
-You have debt on your property, said the bank
president straightforward, as if it were the most natural thing
in the world that this fact was to be brought out.
-Yes, Jens Christensen said, somewhat sadly.
-That is really all your property is worth, said the
bank man decisively. How many cows do you have?
-I have three, Jens said with a growing self-assurance.
(It was as if he saw his wife's and children's admiring glances
far back in the woods.)
-Oh yes, that is right. I have seen them, when I rode
through your settlement. Is it you who have the mottled cow
that looks so pretty?
-Yes, Jens said proudly.
The bank president thought a little. Then he said: - If
you place that cow as security, you may borrow $65 here!
Thus Dorthe was listed as security for a loan, and this
was recorded the next day in the courthouse.
Jens Christensen went back home to the block house.
Two flat children's noses disappeared from the window, and
the door was opened. The wife with the two children by her
skirt looked up to Jens Christensen with admiration. He
stepped in the room like a man who has been elected to
Congress.
And the next day he made another trip to town with
horse and sleigh, and brought back both a plow and a
harrow.
Jens had earned some money that summer by working
for others, and he was now able to pay back the loan before
harvest and get Dorthe' s name out of the official book.
Yes, say what you want, said the women of the colony
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when they were visiting and looked up from their sewing:
That Jens Christensen is a man who will make good in
America! The men of the colony did not say such things out
loud. Danish men seldom praise other men in the neighborhood.
Dorthe' s name and description did not stay out of the
record book very long, and it happened this way: There was
another Dane who ached much for a plow with which to
turn forest land up. He went to town to try his luck at the
bank.
-You have debt on your property, said the president
without looking further at the man!
And there stood the Dane by the Red Sea. He had heard
something about Jens Christensen's experience, but, to have
your private history thrown in your face, that was
unpleasant. It was amazing how business people here in
America knew a person's state of affairs.
-Do you have anything else you can place as security,
asked the bank president.
-Well, said the Dane triumphantly, I have two cows!
The bank president smiled a little. Yet, he was a good
and thoughtful man who had more than one reason for
wanting the Danish colony enterprise to succeed. Why had
he himself left the big city and settled down in the village in
the wild woods? Had he not been captivated by the forest?
Was not he, too, enamored by the dew-fresh day after the
prairie lay bathed in sunlight? He felt a kinship with the
people of the community.
.
-You see, Nels Johnson, said the bank president in a
friendlier tone - there is only one cow in your colony which
is valuable enough for a loan security - and we have to
have security - but if you can borrow, or buy, her and
give us security papers on her, then you may borrow $65.
Niels Jensen stood silently. It is difficult for a pioneer
who respects his own property and his progress from one
goat to two cows, to have to have it all treated as if it were
nothing but blue sky. His thoughts groped for the door on
his block house as the hands of one who feels the ground
under him disappearing.
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-Well, well, said the bank president, and slapped Niels
on the shoulder in a friendly manner. - You could try to
buy that cow - he said with emphasis on the word buy.
Niels Jensen's thoughts cleared as he thought about the
matter on the way home.
That same evening he visited Dorthe's owner, and over
a cup of coffee and a pipe of tobacco it was arranged that
Niels Jensen "bought," that is, borrowed, Dorthe for three
months. The arrangement was that the cow for the sake of
her milk was to stay with Jens Christensen.
The next day the wagon went to town. Dorthe was
entered in the record book as security for a loan of $65 this time in Nels Johnson's name.
And Niels Jensen got his plow.
Later Dorthe helped first one pioneer to get a plow, and
another to get a cart, ox etc. Each time the cow was entered
as guarantee for a three month loan, which never exceeded
$65. About thirty times her name was written in the record
book for different owners and borrowers. But Dorthe bore
all her calves, and yielded all her milk at home in Jens
Christensen's stable!
Oh, that Jens Christensen - how he could figure things
out, and make plans! He ought to have sat in America's
highest senate!
* * * * * *
In those days a young theological candidate from West
Denmark Seminary was finishing his ministry in a
congregation farther northeast in a sawmill town by the
river. Just as he was to leave for Minnesota to take a bride
and to begin new pastorate in one of that states southwest
counties, he was asked to travel via Stony Flats.
He was naturally to lodge with Jens Christensen, who
was very good at entertaining traveling ministers. And AneJens Christensen was a very hospitable woman. When she
had a minister as a guest she loved to have lots of others
come and visit with them.
The candidate stayed there two days, and the people
liked him much. After the meetings in the schoolhouse in the
evening, Jens Christensen's house was full of people. The
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young minister was a good singer with a pleasant and strong
voice. And he was so nice looking, young and straight when
he spoke. You would not think that when you now see the
old, heavier patriarch with the long gray beard. But the glow
is still in the eyes, and the fulness of voice is still there.
It was the third morning. The minister had finished
breakfast and hurried to pack his suitcase. Jens Christensen
began to speculate and figure. Ane stood by the stove in the
kitchen. She folded her hands in front of her apron and sent
a glance of admiration from her blue eyes over to her
husband's face. The two big sons sat silently on the bench by
the window, while two new editions of Jens and Ane clung to
their mother's skirts. The entire household except the guest
was in expectation. Then came the moment, and Jens
Christensen spoke.
-Well, Skovfeldt, he said slowly, I have been thinking
that you ought to have one of Dorthe' s calves with you. It is
to be a wedding gift from our house, something which
perhaps later can help you to plow the furrow on God's acre!
Jens was quiet now, but it was a quietness which added
weight to his words. When he walked across the floor to go
out and hitch up, he knew he was in league with the best,
because Ane' s eyes bathed him with tribute, while the two
small children looked at their father as one who knew
everything which lay between God and the green forest. And
the big boys sat quietly with their thoughts: That is our
father!
Yes, that Jens Christensen, he ought to be seated in
America's supreme court!
It was a good thing for the minister that he was not
about to deliver his maiden sermon for the congregation at
Crystal Lake, because that would have gone badly. Through
his mind flew thoughts about student debt, and about a girl
who was waiting to become a bride, and about new debt he
would incur in order to get table and chairs. And now out
there stood a future cow who offered milk for the bowls of
their table. How good a female friend the cow is for the
children of men!
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Skovfeldt managed to grab Jens Christensen's hand and
stutter a slightly tearful: Thanks very much.
That was all.
Dorthe' s calf went along in the wagon to the station, got
on the train and was tagged: To the president of the
congregation at Crystal Lake. Skovfeldt was ordained by a
doughty pioneer pastor who always wore a silk tophat to
and from church. For two years the young minister couple
were in Crystal Lake at an annual salary of $200. That even
enabled them to pay off some of the debt.
Now we turn to Dorthe' s calf in her best cow years to
get to the end of the story. Two years after his ordination
Pastor Skovfeldt received a call from a congregation on
Nebraska's prairie. The salary offered was $300 a year. That
was almost like being bishop of Canterbury. Just think, the
amount of debt they could pay off in a couple of years!
And so Pastor Skovfeldt with wife and child and cow
moved to Nebraska.
Everything looked promising when they arrived. The
colony was booming. Progress continued. A steady stream
of new immigrants came from Denmark and new sod huts
sprang up on the prairie. In the schoolhouse a large, brave
flock gathered for worship services. In the widespread
district lay plowbroken fields of wheat and maize in rich
growth. It looked like a big harvest which would firmly
establish colonists and pastor.
Then one day came the hot winds from Kansas, and
when the wind hd gone on its way, it had left behind
withered, barren straw. Ahead lay a year without food.
That year Pastor Skovfeldt relinquished his claim on his
salary. He said to me: If my people don't have anything,
why should I have anything? But we must remember that
the pastor had milk from Dorthe's daughter, and potatoes
from his own garden.
Yes, that Dorthe, and that Jens Christensen!
It is hard to subdue young people's courage. Next year
they planted again and hoped for a good harvest, and things
looked good. But then came the grasshoppers, and they left
the earth black and the crop wasted.
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That year, too, Pastor Skovfeldt relinquished his salary.
He had Dorthe' s daughter and the potatoes. And the
minister's wife was so clever with the iron. With a warm iron
and a wet cloth she could remove the shine from the knees
and the seat of the pastor's Sunday pants, so they could
avoid buying new clothes.
Now we come to the last year that I know about in this
story. It was the pastor's third year in Gyldenborg parish.
That year the fields had become larger. The grain was
bulging in the fields. The weather was favorable with
alternating sun and clouds, and there were no rumors of
grasshoppers.
The future looked bright and the courage was high in
the Gyldenborg colony. One evening at a congregational
meeting the assembly voted to enter into a common debt to
build a structure for their worship services. Such a wave of
courage among people with empty pockets!
A committee was chosen to go to town to inquire at the
lumberyard if they could get credit on materials until harvest
time. Early on the morning after that meeting, a man was
pulling his cow to town. It was the Gyldenborg pastor. He
walked with his cow the eight miles to the station town. He
walked the eight miles back in the evening, but then he was
alone. He had sold Dorthe's daughter, his only cow, and
donated all the money to the congregation's building fund.
That Gyldenborg pastor! He should be carried in
triumph at the annual synod meeting! The next day the first
load of lumber was brought to the construction site of the
congregation.
(Translated by Willard R. Garred)
Note: Karl Marg is the psuedonymn, as is Per Nabo, for
Laurs Christian Laursen, who was born in Auning,
Djursland, Denmark. He died in Enumclaw, Washington at
the age of 57. As a youth he went with the Danish training
ship Georg Stage (which later became the American training
ship Joseph Conrad) on one of its long distance expeditions,
but he did not become a seaman. He became a mason, but
his greatest interest was to work with matters of the mind
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and spirit. As Karl Marg and Per Nabo he began writing in
1908, articles, stories and some poetry in Danish papers in
the United States and Denmark. He came to the United
States in 1904, and in 1905 married Betty Bruun of Perth
Amboy, New Jersey. She was born in Gislev, Fyn (near
Ryslinge), Denmark. They had six children. In 1919 they
moved to Askov, Minnesota. In 1922 Laursen became a
teacher at Nysted Folkschool (near Dannebrog), Nebraska.
In 1924 they joined with a group of Danish pioneers and
established the colony, Ryslinge, later known as Mirage
Flats, Hay Springs, Nebraska. He became the preacher for
the community, although he did not have formal theological
education or ordination. They were engaged in farming,
mostly. In the spring of 1934 he was asked to Enumclaw,
Washington to serve that congregation. Shortly after settling
there, he died - August 31, 1934.
The foregoing is based on an article by J. Christian Bay
in the Danish Christmas magazine, Julegranen, for 1934.
Inside the cover of this magazine at the Danish Immigrant
Archives at Grand View College, Des Moines, Iowa, is
pasted a news clipping which states (translated): "We have
today had a visit by three men all of whom we find
interesting. L. C. Laursen has preached for us in the church;
Karl Marg gives lectures every day for a flock of eager pupils;
and Per Nabo goes among us and visits and discusses until
late at night. We are grateful that these three men will visit
us, will fill our time with valuable content, especially since
they only eat for one and only occupy one bed."
by Willard R. Garred
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Book Reviews . ...
In Debt to Heritage
Denmark, Hermansen-Jensen, Nysted
Reviewed by OTTO G. HOIBERG
by Elise Hermansen Olsen, pp. 128. Available from
C. Arild Olsen, Rt. 1, Box 3160, Hyde Park, VT ~55. $2. 00
This is the life story of the late Elise Hermansen Olsen,
as portrayed in autobiographical materials edited admirably
by her still-active husband, Dr. C . Arild Olsen. It mirrors
the various interrelated ways in which Elise "lived her
Danish heritage" - by use of the Danish language in speech
and song, by a deep appreciation of that country's literature,
by perpetuation of its characteristic customs, and by living a
life geared to its distinctive values.
Her narrative covers interesting character sketches of
key figures from both maternal and paternal lineages, as well
as background descriptions of the history, geography and
culture of their place of residence prior to departure for
America. She touches upon the despair felt in Denmark as a
result of traumatic military confrontation with Germany,
but relates how a new national spirit emerged which led to
constitutional government and the rise of the N.F.S.
Grundtvig-inspired Danish folk school.
Elise's mother (Petra) was one of nine children who
undertook the arduous voyage to America with their parents
in 1879, ultimately arriving in Nysted, Nebraska where they
had chosen to start their new life as Danish-Americans.
Nysted was a tiny settlement in vast, open prairie country;
and the pioneers were sorely tested by repeated grasshopper
invasions and a variety of other threats, as they launched
their efforts to wrest a livelihood from the virgin soil.
As one might have anticipated given their Grundtvigian
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folk-school
orientation
from Denmark,
the Nysted
immigrants proceeded to build a community based upon
their treasured social heritage - complete with a Lutheran
church, a Danish-type folk school, and a cluster of meaningful cultural activities centered around the church and school
as focal points.
From the time of her birth at the turn of the century in a
small frontier abode known as "the chicken coop," Elise
grew to a mature womanhood which was intimately related
to the cultural values of the Nysted community. Over the
years, she was a student at Grand View College in Des
Moines, taught at both Dalum Folk School in Alberta,
Canada, and Danebod Folk School, Tyler, Minnesota, and
was generally active in Danish-American cultural endeavors
including, as perhaps one of her most enduring contributions, a joint editorship (with husband-Arild and others) of
A World of Song. A number of her favorite songs are
reproduced (with music and English lyrics) in the booklet
under review.
After serving as president and "first lady" at Grand
View College from 1932 to 1938, Arild and Elise retreated
from public life for a year, spending "one of the happiest
years of our lives" with friends and relatives in the Nysted
community. Something of the spirit of this couple is reflected
in the following passage: "We conducted services, lectured,
sang, and played games. I played a large Italian accordion
and Arild played the violin. Sometimes at the quiet of eventide, we would 'harness' our instruments and play as we
wandered down the through the cornfield to our neighbors,
Uncle Tom's ('Little Tom' Hermansen's) farm."
Returning to the firing-line for years of work with the
Farm Security Administration, the Office of U.S. Military
Government in Germany, the National Council of Churches,
and the National Conference of Christians and Jews, Arild
and Elise settled down in "High Meadows," Hyde Park,
Vermont, where Elise passed away in 1981.
Elise wrote beautifully of her Danish-American heritage
and is now, herself, a part of that heritage which continues
to enrich the lives of those who carry on.
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Den Camie Smed - "The Old Smith"
Reviewed by WILLARDGARRED
by Halvdan Helweg, translated from the Danish and with an
introduction by Edwin S. Pedersen, Luck, Wisconsin.
Printed by the Viking Press, Solvang, California, 1984, pp.
49.

In contrast to Swedish and Norwegian immigrants to
the United States, who came in substantial numbers in the
1840s and later, the Danish immigration did not begin in
earnest until after the American Civil War, or in the late
1860s and 1870s. S0ren Pedersen was one of the exceptions.
Trained as a blacksmith, he left Denmark in 1862, during the
U.S. Civil War, with his wife Annemarie and two small
children, and lived first to Neenah, Wisconsin. In 1870 the
family moved to West Denmark, Wisconsin, where they
lived the rest of their lives.
Pedersen never managed to make a journey back to his
native land, but he maintained a lively correspondence with
his family and friends in Denmark. Some of his
correspondence with his minister friend, H. Svejstrup is
quoted. Svejstrup was serving in Selsvig when the Germans
took that part of Denmark and made it part of Prussia
(1864). Svejstrup tells how he would not swear allegiance to
the king of Prussia, and so had to move to Denmark, and
took a church at Vejen, which is near Askov where a folk
school had been started to take the place of the one in
R0dding, since it became a part of Germany. At Askov they
were beginning to train men for the ministry among the
Danes in America.
The Danish community of West Denmark wished to
have such a pastor, and Svejstrup was instrumental in
helping them to secure the services of a pastor from
Denmark. S0ren Pedersen had had a strong religious
experience, occasioned by the suicide of his older brother,
when S0ren was 19. For the rest of his life, Pedersen was
deeply committed to the Christian faith and to the church,
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and he became a kind of father confessor to many in the
community where he lived.
Pedersen was also a follower of Grundtvig. In his own
words, "I find there a childlike, open and fresh confession of
faith. . . whereas the gloomy Christians, it seems to me, are
so judgmental and are inclined to be proud of
themselves ... " To our generation, S0ren' s language, as
quoted in the book, seems quite pietistic, and we would
expect him to belong to the Indre Mission group. However,
we must remember that both of these groups in Denmark
grew out of "V ~kkelserne," the revivals which swept
Denmark, and particularly the rural areas, in the mid1900s. In his letters to family in Denmark, Pedersen urges
them to prepare for their last great voyage. "On that voyage
we must not have any excess baggage along; that is thrown
overboard." He explains that he means our sins.
Svejstrup' s letter of August 1873 tells of the possibility
of West Denmark getting a minister candidate from Askov.
He has in mind Jens Pedersen, and "hopes this man will be
the means to supply our dear countrymen, and thereby free
them from letter-for-letter literalism and legalistic coercion
which from Norway spreads among the Scandinavians in
America under the name of "evangelical Luthernism." Jens
Pedersen did become the first pastor at West Denmark and
served there from 1873-1880. The same letter tells of the
death of N. F. S. Grundtvig in September 1872, and adds,
"Here in Denmark it is no longer so serious to be branded a
Grundtvigian. In Norway, on the other hand, men of that
persuasion must endure a difficult battle."
According to Svejstrup the climate in the U.S.A. seems
to be difficult to endure for some who come from Denmark.
Svejstrup had been visited by Holger Rosenstand who had
been a minister in Manistee, Michigan, and in Dwight,
Illinois, but had returned to Denmark with his wife and four
children. Rosenstand had said that his family could not
tolerate the climate, and therefore he had returned home. It
is this reviewer's opinion that this was only one of several
reasons for Rosenstand returning to Denmark and serving
pastorates there for the rest of his life. Other reasons were
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low pay for Danish pastors in America and the lack of
ensions for retired pastors. I base this on my studies of the
anistee congregation (which I also served) and working
with the translation of Rosenstand' s book, "Fra De Store
S0ers Land."
S0ren Pedersen lived from 1833 to 1911. Halvdan
Helweg lived in West Denmark as a boy, and later served the
congregation there as a pastor 1909-1912. There are some
good photographs in the book from West Denmark of a
century ago.
Edwin Pedersen states in his introduction that he has
purposely retained some of the Danish syntax in the translation. I think it would have made for smoother English if he
had not done so, but this is still a valuable piece of work.
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Goals and Objectives of the
DANISH AMERICAN HERITAGE SOCIETY:
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American life.
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To provide a means of communication
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To encourage the
records pertaining
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Danish Immigrant
Museum.
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to the life and culture of Danish Americans,
the Danish Immigrant Archives, including the
Archival Listing, and the Danish Immigrant

To support the related activities
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of other
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To encourage and assist with conferences, meetings and endeavors
to stimulate interest in Danish culture, heritage and language.

